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SWETA LEENA PANDA (15th June 1991)
I too love to write poems, stories & painting..I M AN ENGINEERING STUDENT
FROM 'INDIA'...I BELIEVE STRUGGLING LIFE IS BETTER THEN NORMAL
LIFE...I TOO LOVE TO WRITE POEMS... IT MOSTLY BASED ON TRUE THINGS
OF LIFE...MY POEM IS MY LIFE & MY LIFE IS A BEAUTIFUL POEM...I BELIEVE
POEM HAS POWER TO MAKE YOU SMILE & EXPRESS YOUR FEELINGS, I
BELIEVE IT'S MY SILENT VOICE.'MY POEM EXPRESS MY WHOLE EMOTIONS'
'SOMETIMES I USE THIS TO EXPRESS MY FEELINGS' 'SOMETIMES TO
EXPRESS MY THOUGHTS' & 'SOMETIMES I WRITE FOR OTHERS ALSO'
THAT'S WHY MY POEM IS MY LIFE, I TOO LOVE MY POEMS :))
Works:
NOT YET! ! !
BUT ONE DAY MUST 'I WILL PUBLISH MY POETRY BOOK'
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A Bad Dream
I saw in the last night
I was walking alone in a road
Two roads already set in front of me
Confused where I have to go
That's when the black cloud first seemed to descend upon me.
I felt different, I felt sad.
I came home and locking myself in my room
and collapsing into a state of tears.
That's when the evil began.
I realized that I could not move
Because I tried to get right up
And all I could do was move my head
I 'freaked out'
I thought I was going to die
I felt that I was paralyzed
I was actually too tired to focus on anything
except my dream or my aim
which was dying in front of me
I never blamed God for what has happened / had happened to me
Because I know that He does everything for a reason.
He will not put you through something that you cannot handle.
I don't know whether he blessed me or not
Or he will bless me or not in future
I can't begin to thank Him enough.
sometimes i don't worry what people say or think about me
I make myself strong by saying
Don't worry about others around you
And what they are doing.
Yes, challenge yourself by going up against
What they think
But everybody has their own area(s) in which they excel.
So, focus on being the best that they can be
At doing something even
Though they may not be the best at that particular objective.
I am happy as I have got a blessed life
I laugh like idiot
I find my happiness through struggle, sorrow & defeat
Which few people can get
That's why I am unique & I love it
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A Beautiful Poem on Children's' Day
A child is
A child is
A child is
So never

blessed every day
innocent
beautiful gift of god
ever hate them for who they are or how they are

They wanna to fulfill their dreams and & overcome hopes and fears.
So never ever Hit them or shove them around
Never ever kick them blossoming dreams to ground.
They waana to remind the adults to dry their tears,
From hearts and minds, Spirits and souls,
They love each other with no strings,
So never ever trick them into living with so many pains.
never treat them like dirt and without respect,
never cheat them and abuse their innocence,
never stop them from being a hero tomorrow,
never crop out them talents for a petty win,
never hide them from the truth that you fear,
So pray that all of us hold
To one another's hands and together sing.
They are our hope.
They are our future.
They are the ones who will change our fate.
They are everything but without our help,
They are the children, have no day to celebrate
Today in this land and all around the world,
I hold in my heart the hopes and wishes,
With hugs and love
To let them know that this is ‘Children's day.'
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A DAY OF MY LIFE
Like everyday one day I wake up early in the morning,
Smile at the rising sunrays
some little birds were sitting on my window step,
& started to sing a beautiful song in their language
It was the starting phase of my day
I wanna make my day more beautiful with beautiful thoughts.
That's why I take water first feels the water tastes like sweet
Then jumped in the water & wanna to stay drunk all the time
then I took some food & started my writing according to my mood
I saw the sky, it was sunny day
Some thoughts came across in my mind then my pen start writing
I wanna sing my heart out to the wide open spaces
I wanna sing my heart out to the infinite sea
I wanna sing my vision to the sky-high mountains
I wanna sing my song to the free.
I wanna bathe with in the deep blue sea
I wanna stay happy like this forever
Then suddenly some thoughts came across in my mind
Then I stop writing for some time
The Bitter sweet Memories
Which I wanna say to Good-bye.
I'm so afraid to love someone, but more afraid to lose
once there was a darkness, deep & endless night
someone gave me everything he had
Yeah he gave me light
& I will remember that
However everything was fake
I've been trying to get down to the heart of the matter
however my hearts gets weak
&
My thoughts seem to scatter
it's difficult to forgive but I have to
Even if he don't love me anymore.
But I can do one thing
Forgive & forget that matter for forever
If I'll live I would only be in my way
If my future's looking dark
I the ones who have to shine
If there's no one to control me
I the ones who draw the line
Though I know that time has wings
I the ones who have to fly alone
then my eyes fall on the endless sky
It was covered by black cloud at the evening
Then one thing comes across in my mind
Our life is like this nature
Sometimes it's sunny & sometimes it's cloudy
& it inspired me to look at life from both sides now
from up and down
&
Still somehow life is full of illusions
I really don't know life at all.
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Some thoughts still make me worry
Is this the real life
No escape from reality
Life it seems, will fade away
Drifting further every day
I feel I m Getting lost within myself
Nothing matters no one else
I have lost the will to live
Simply nothing more to give
There is nothing more for me
Some thoughts further delight me
Whenever I think my about my mother & father
Which give me hope to live further?
Which show me light in my dark mind?
I have to open my eyes
Look up to the sky
I'm just a simple girl
&
I need no sympathy
because I'm easy come, easy go
Little high, little low
anyway the struggle doesn't really matter to me
&
I have to show the world
That I also could do anything better
Then people gonna treat me better
I am gonna find, yes I'll
My day came to end
&
I promised to myself
My thought & my principle will never be changed
I may be simple & not soft
I may be poor but hunger of money not
I may be helpless but I can help anyone who wants
I may be in pain but I never give other the feel what I got
I'll be kind, soft, helpful which is my principle
Which I have to keep till my last
Then I slept with this thought
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A DREAM
A dream almost real
I see it with open eyes
i feel you by my side
u are like a burning light in a cold winter night
these thoughts calls me many a times
Me & your endless journey
I wonder why
I was there in cool cool night
As I was afraid of that
However still I wanted to be there
As u were with me side by side
U Isolated from world
&
Hide me inside your heart
I love that look In your eyes
sometimes these pictures etched in my eyes
These are some real things
&
some imagination as well
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A DREAMLESS SLEEP
A dreamless sleep is all I see
Peaceful as it may be
This lovely high, I feel so right
With thoughtful eyes
The pain I've forgotten
I wanna see the positive point of each side
My heart says
Forget it all what mistakes you have made
Forget the all the pain what you have got
Slip into a dreamless sleep
I am walking, roaming the empty street
I feel Tired
Still my feet wanna to walk one step a head
As I believe some good thing may happen
Some good things reflect in my eyes
& I flush all the bad & negative thoughts from my mind & heart
I wanna need one more chance to show myself
All the worst days I burn
Only ashes remains
Which I already float in the river
One question come to life
Of premature daydreams
Whether it will come true or not
Or whether I am roaming in a false road
Which has no end?
A thousand heartbeats in the chest
The final moment of my life
I have to take it serious
No words enough to share my thoughts
Sometimes I wanna stay silent
The heart accepts what the mind knows
This is a dreamless sleep is all I see
Peaceful as it may be
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A girl like me
Do you ever think a girl like me?
Who always dependent on others
&
Irritate too much
Do you think I really believe in love?
That I could be the girl of your dream
I m not so much emotional
How much you think
It's not too easy to love a stone
Because everything is not what it seems
It's hard loving a girl
a girl like me
you need to think about it
Because it's for your whole life
U Can't believe everything you see
It's hard loving a girl like me
oh dear don't mind
Do you think
that I can make you real happy
Just don't get me wrong
my loving is so strong
But I can't trust everyone
Just common choose another one
U came to my world
& leave your foot print on my heart
I'll remember it till my last
However it's not too easy to win over my heart
Specially a girl like me
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A Letter To My Lord
Which is for help?
Oh my lord
Are you really blind?
Then how could you see the crime
We all well known
Mother & mother land is greater than heaven
Then how could we kill a innocent woman
Oh my lord
Replay me please
I need to hear your silent voice
A voice which silently support the criminals
People say
We the best creature of lord
However I believe we the worst one
A person having no humanity
Is well known as evil spirit
Who come this world to destroy it
Oh my lord
Can you hear it
Or are you deaf for a while
Open your eyes
Punish them how much you can
Because they deserve it
If you can't
Then I'll believe
That you don't exist
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A Little Bird's Wish
A cold wind blowing over my head
I feel peace after a long day
I feel like flying in the blue blue sky
I cut the clouds & flew away
The cold dropp water sprinkle on my body
I flew away & away
I dunno
Where shall I go?
What shall I do?
However my mind says
My god is within me
Who will show me the right way
I listen a whispering sound
Above from the sky
Everything goanna be fine
Don't worry you just fly
Keep your mind in your way
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A LITTLE FEAR INSIDE ME
Oh my lord
Oh my lord
A little fear inside me
Can you fulfill my one dream?
I wanna to fly
With my own wing
Can you give me please?
I know you are listening
Then why you are not responding
I know u are laughing
After listening this
Did you forget your promise?
You told me to stay with me
In my every wish & every dream
Sometimes I have doubt on you
Are you kidding me?
Still I have believe you
As you told me
To turn my face in front of sun
So that my shadow will be in my behind
I keep your wordings
& I will do it
But why you don't keep your promise
I know you are mightier than all
You have supernatural power
I know the good reason behind my every problem
You wanna to see me as a good person
& I am trying
& I will keep trying
As I promise you
However for that you have to give me one thing
That is wing
I wanna to fly everywhere
To spread love & care
Which is my one dream?
I think you also told me that thing
How can you forget this?
What you taught me
World is like our family
& we should love each other
& we all should help each other
To get the peace
Oh my lord
Just remember
Your Nobel words
What you shared with me
You told me
Like a dove bird
& I am also trying
However one confusion inside me
Am I able to do thing
That's why a little fear inside me
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Can I fulfill my dream?
If yes
Than how & when
Can you give me some hint?
I am here to listen you
I need your support & love
Just pour your blessings on me
So that I can reach at my destination
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A SAD STORY OF A LITTLE GIRL
I saw a Tiny little girl, Sad and all alone
Was sitting at in front of a gate
She was a small little girl
Nearly seven to eight years old
I found she was crying
I asked the reason
in a very weak tone she gave me answer
No one else in my home
Tears fall from her two beautiful eye
Then she wiped away the tears
& tried to act as strong
She didn't wanna show her pain,
& as she afraid to anyone
I heard a noise from that home
lock the door and let her out for forever
We don't wanna see her face further here
I could not understand what was happening there
& she also didn't tell anything to anyone
a lady came from that house
she looked up at her
'oh my master'
I will never ever do the same mistake further
I saw a some kind of deep Pain in her eyes
In a very load voice that lady told
'We couldn't give you another chance further'
She looked down at her feet,
and quietly says 'Ok.'
What's wrong with me?
Why you punish me
I didn't do any mistakes further
& I need money for my sister's surgery
I can't live without work
As I really need
I felt a lots of responsibility little girl have
then I left that place
When I saw her further
I saw she was trembling in cold & crying silently
As tears ran down her face
Rain pounded down on the ground
Her heart pounded in her ears
As the thunder clashed
Fear rushed in her veins
As her father rushed her
She felt pain throb
As glass pierced her skin
No one came to help
even if no one there for her care
To stop the Evening Storm of her life
I could not understand
How God could hear her cry
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After saw her I could understand her condition
As I knew I couldn't help her more
I sat & asked her condition
What was really happening with her?
After hearing this
I couldn't bear her story
Tear drops fall from my eyes
Is she a girl or a nonliving material?
How the people become so much cruel
I could understand how the people use the small poor girls
It's really very painful
Some condition is very poor
Which you couldn't imagine
It breaks my heart into no of pieces
I wish everyone should open their eyes
To see the crimes happening with girls
Is the girls are the only martial for sex
Oh no
If you think then you are really wrong
Now the world is changing
We will all be together to break you
&
kill you into a number of pieces
&
we can give you the capital punishment
Be aware of girls
They are not your living toys
Even if you can't make them too
at least fear the Lord
government & people may become blind
not the my powerful God, he knows everything
God surely punish you badly
when your time will come
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A SAD STORY OF A TINY LITTLE GIRL
I saw a Tiny little girl, Sad and all alone
Was sitting at in front of a gate
She was a small little girl
Nearly seven to eight years old
I found she was crying
I asked the reason
in a very weak tone she gave me answer
No one else in my home
Tears fall from her two beautiful eye
Then she wiped away the tears
& tried to act as strong
She didn't wanna show her pain,
& as she afraid to anyone
I heard a noise from that home
lock the door and let her out for forever
We don't wanna see her face further here
I could not understand what was happening there
& she also didn't tell anything to anyone
a lady came from that house
she looked up at her
'oh my master'
I will never ever do the same mistake further
I saw a some kind of deep Pain in her eyes
In a very load voice that lady told
'We couldn't give you another chance further'
She looked down at her feet,
and quietly says 'Ok.'
What's wrong with me?
Why you punish me
I didn't do any mistakes further
& I need money for my sister's surgery
I can't live without work
As I really need
I felt a lots of responsibility little girl have
then I left that place
When I saw her further
I saw she was trembling in cold & crying silently
As tears ran down her face
Rain pounded down on the ground
Her heart pounded in her ears
As the thunder clashed
Fear rushed in her veins
As her father rushed her
She felt pain throb
As glass pierced her skin
No one came to help
even if no one there for her care
To stop the Evening Storm of her life
I could not understand
How God could hear her cry
After saw her I could understand her condition
As I knew I couldn't help her more
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I sat & asked her condition
What was really happening with her?
After hearing this
I couldn't bear her story
Tear drops fall from my eyes
Is she a girl or a nonliving material?
How the people become so much cruel
I could understand how the people use the small poor girls
It's really very painful
Some condition is very poor
Which you couldn't imagine
It breaks my heart into no of pieces
I wish everyone should open their eyes
To see the crimes happening with girls
Is the girls are the only martial for sex
Oh no
If you think then you are really wrong
Now the world is changing
We will all be together to break you
&
kill you into a number of pieces
&
we can give you the capital punishment
Be aware of girls
They are not your living toys
Even if you can't make them too
at least fear the Lord
government & people may become blind
not the my powerful God, he knows everything
God surely punish you badly
when your time will come
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A SOLDIER
A soldier is the true & brave son of our nation
Who left his old beloved father and mother
Who left behind his sisters and brothers
Leaving his beloved children and wife
To fight for those whose freedom you granted
He crosses the sea, to fight the foe man
A soldier serves his country first and his life is left behind
He never passes a cry for help
Though at times he shook with fear
And sometimes he pray to God to forgive him
As he has wept unmanly tears
He never think about his life
He fight for his brothers & sisters safety
When fight over, he either come back home
Or become a memorable person in everyone's mind
Many heart cries for this holy sprite
Specially his old mother & father
Who are eagerly waiting to see their beloved son
They never believe as their son died
They take it as he is sick
His wife & children become helpless
The tears falling from my eyes
Whenever I listen a life history of a soldier's life
With a hand upon my heart, I feel the pride and respect
As our flag waves above you, in her glory and grace.
Freedom was the gift that he gives us
Pain and death was the price that he ultimately paid.
Every day, I pray for these soldiers
Who had fought to defend our nation?
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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A Special Friend Like You
When the roses lose their fragrance,
and the world seems at an end,
when i don't find you side by my side
There's not a day that passes by
when I don't stop and wonder whyWhy was I blessed with a friend like you,
even after what I've put you through
Heaven sends a gift each morn,
of a bright new day to spend,
What a joy it is to share it with,
God's greatest gift..
when i ask God for a gift,
Be thankful that he sends,
Not diamonds, pearls, or riches,
But the love of a real, true friend like you.
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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AM I RIGHT
A dream
In which I feel my life
Which already take my nights?
Strange but it's true
I never feel any difficulty in it
As I have passed many storms in my life
I love to take challenge & I too love to fulfill it
Still there is a little fear in a corner of my heart
& a little space for confusion also
Where & how I have to start
Am I going in a right path?
I couldn't know how to fulfill it
& what will be the next
Many questions are roaming in my mind
The only thing I know 'that's I am honest'
I am honest to my duty
& I can't compromise with it
People say I am selfish
However nobody knows
I love to make friendship
But I too hate duplicate & lie
I am not too wise or talented
However I can read a mind in a very good way
When people say I am selfish
I just smile & I tell to myself
No one can understand me
It's my way
I love to do work as much I can
That's why I wanna to busy myself
That's the only reason I can't give my time to everyone & everyday
I love to enjoy my life
However before that I have to do lots of things
I don't know how & in which way
That's why I am serious about my each day
I love everyone purely
Yes I too hate being complicate
I believe everything is possible
In the same way I believe it's not too easy
In night many sounds beat in my heart
& that's sound for wake up
Just like Someone says
How much you sleep
Is it my inner voice
Which make me restless
which says me everytime
Did you forget your propose of life
Suddenly my night become sleepless
Still I couldn't know how to get it
Is there any way to get?
I never ever lose hope
Never lose hope for the best
No doubt I face many defeat & criticizing words
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Still I never ever give up
People says my mind is flying
Oh yes, I am laughing
Because my dream is big
Sometimes I laugh at me
Why I give promises if I couldn't fulfill it
Is there any way to fulfill my dream?
My dream is not so big
As little as you see
But it can give smile to many faces
I can't waste my life worthless
I came this world for some proposes & some reason
How can I forget it?
However my mind & heart says
How & in which way I have to get
Still I am dam crazy to get it
You can tell me crazy mind
& I say I love to listen it & I admit it
Because I believe nothing is impossible
Still I couldn't understand how to get it
Is there any way to get
My dream is not to be RICH or touch the SKY
Don't be confuse with it
It is very small like a small flower
Just spread LOVE & CARE everywhere
I am the person who only know her duty
& I really too love it
Just wait! is there something I am missing
Sometimes My heart says it
That's why some confusion inside me
AM I RIGHT
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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AN AMAZING KID I EVER SEEN
One beautiful day I wanna sharing
Something cute & lovely thing I ever seen
A cute appearance change my mind
Make my day full of enjoying
Whenever I remind it
a cute smile comes in my face
How cute that baby was
His cute appearance change my mind
Strange but a true thing
One day Evening Park
I was sitting & watching my little brothers & sisters
When they were playing
Suddenly my eyes fall on one kid
& I can't took my eyes from him further
I stare at him what he exactly doing
He was so cute & so small
His cute appearance force me to fall in love
He was trying to walk
However always falling down
Again again again & again
At last I can't saw this
I ran away to that place
To holding him
His cute & sweet smile touch my heart & my soul
I feel how cute this small kid is
I wanna help him to walk
When I hold his hand
He refused me
Ohh
it's so strange
How brave this little kid is
Still I was watching his appearance
I felt what a smart kid is
He was trying by its own energy
He never wanna take help from me
Every time he fall down
& still he never got tired
After falling further
he prepared himself
To stand further
& manage his two legs
to start his walking further
Before leaving that place
I just kissed over his face
&
said god bless u my sweetest little bro
You made my day
You are too little
Still you teach me a great lesson
What I never ever seen before
He was really amazing kid
I learn one thing
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every kid is special & unique
They teach you something amazing beautiful
Which you never listen before
However you have to mark it
How they are behaving
Because they are innocent & soft hearten
Nothing wrong for them
That's why they teach us most of the beautiful things
Which no one can teach?
For them love is everything
No religion matters, no person matters
Only matter love & affection
What is every child's basic needs
They teach you never fear for failure
It will continue till your death
Try to learn from your every mistake
&
continue your journey
till your last breath
Life is a learning point
You can learn from everything
It's your eyes how you look it
Everyone is beautiful & everything
Try to feel it
It's really amazing
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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Are We Free Today
Day after day slipped away
Month after month slipped away
Year after year quickly flew away
Our Heroes, shed their blood like tears to give us freedom
to achieve the Freedom and happiness to depth
our fighters struggled their breath to death.
That's why now we can celebrate
India won this freedom decades ago
Now we can proudly say
Thanks God we are free today
Can we say this? ?
Are we all genuinely free today?
We must question this every day
India is changing day by day
One side poverty increasing day by day
Infants are suffering from undernourishment
Their lives are like a dead tree without fruit & flower
Another side corrupted people increases day bay
Sometimes we cry for help & help
Finally we got no true judgment
Can we say this? ?
Are we all genuinely free today?
We must question this every day
No doubt India is changing
Is our life style changing?
Or we are going down day by day
Can we say we are truly free?
Where everyday more than ten girls raped
Child labor & child abuse occurs everyday
In this situation
How can you say?
We are free today
We must question this every day
Tortured and fired for no reason
Our lives, our views are totally controlled
We feel like communist country everyday
Inner freedom is chained and imprisoned
We really know about our rights
The laws behind every fight
Sometimes a powerful person
Can do everything with his power
&
A poor fear to raise his voice
Can we say this? ?
Are we all genuinely free today?
We must question this every day
But I believe everything is possible
May be late but sure
If we united together
Let us take a promise today
Construct instead of destroying
Let us share & care for everyone in everyday
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Let us wake up & come forward fearlessly
As we always still awakes and waits for peace
There is only One solution in every problem is
To build a new country of freedom and liberty.
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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Attitude Is Everything
The worst truth of our life
we never know the time period of our life is
It shouldn't be easy to be imagine
Then everything would be
It's the things you fight for
&
Struggle with before earning
That have the greatest worth
&
That is our attitude
The more we realize
The more impact of attitude on our life
Attitude to me is more important than any facts
It is much more important then education & money
sometimes we get it from circumstances & failures & success..
we should not care
what other people think or say or do
It is more important than appearance
It may make or break anything
This is a remarkable thing
That is we have a choice for every day
We cannot change our past as how we were
We cannot change the fact that people will act in a certain way
The only thing we can do
we will stay with our rule
&
That is our attitude
&
Which is with you...
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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BE OWNER OF YOUR OWN BOAT
oh my lord
show me the way
show me the path
which i can cross
i am not saying give me something
which i can't handle
i am not saying give me something
which can't be mine
i am not saying give me something
which i can't achieve through out my life
still i am saying give me little hope
give me little courage
give me little knowledge
so that i can fulfill my dream
i know it's not too easy to get something
some people too blessed
still some live with their unfortunate
when ever i think about my sorrow
something come across in my mind
what's about those
for whom you are totally blind
i am very happy as i have everything
i am the happiest person in this world
as if i know
oh my lord
can you do something for me
can you promise me to fulfill this
i wanna see my world
free from noise, war & poverty
i wanna see my world happy & in a beautiful way
i wanna see everyone happy in their way
i can't see anyone in crying face
can you fulfill my this dream please
i never demand for wealth
i always wish for peaceful earth
i never demand for, which i can't solve
i always beg your help me to solve the problem, which i can
i never demand for punish anyone
i always demand for give them moral thoughts
as now a days people are becoming so rude
i never fear for anything
i only fear, whether i can fulfill my dream or not
that's why so much foggy thoughts comes in my mind
many 'yes' & 'no' possibleties are there
i know in this world no one is yours
&
you have to walk alone in the empty street
everyone will support you
however no one will help you
you are the only sailor of your boat
as i have seen
sometimes big storms were coming
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which disturb my peace of mind
i couldn't understand where i had to go
as wind & my boat direction was different
still i hunger for survive & reach at my destiny shore
as i am the only person to handle it
&
no one was there to stand besides
as people have their own boat
they have different problems
no one has time for yours
so never expect from anything from anyone
however try how much you can give from your side
life is like a boat
we all are busy to handle our boat
many thunders & storms will come
still u have to be strong
&
be prepare for the worst
try to handle the situation alone
'what i learn from my life'
my life is like a boat
i wanna handle it alone
as i don't know what will be the next
whether anyone will be there or not
even if i never expect from others to come up
&
help me to save me from the big storm
as in my life i have passed many storm alone
when i begged help
alas! every time i found empty hands
some times i found something wrong
while solving one of my problem, i faced another problem
which made me wise to take the wise step in every situation
which teach me never believe anyone in this world, blindly
some people love to see you in problem
&
some love to see you in worry
however i can't understand
why the world become so complicated
'as some people really cares about you'
however most of the people love to see
that you have the problems
oh my lord
can you tell me why this world is so complicated
why one person can't see the success of another one
why one pull another leg
why one can't see another happy
why one person become enemy of another one
why! ! !
do you have any answer of my questions?
i don't know whether you have any answer of my question or not
but it helped me a lot
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which makes me strong to live a life in my way
that's why i never demand for help also
as i know in this world getting help is very costly
&
no one will be there to stand besides you except your parents
as i learn to stand alone in every storm & thunder
hope now!
you can get some idea how to live a life
as you are the owner of your boat
you are well known how to handle it in difficult situation
life is like a boat
everyday you have to meet different situation
&
have to face some problems
which will helps u to become good sailor in your future
as a silent sea never makes you a skillful sailor
SWETA LEENA PANDA
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BE THANKFUL ALWAYS
Always be thankful that
What you desire everything is not fulfilled
That's why you look forward each day
For a new beginning
That is the only reason you desire to do something
What helps you develop your mind
is thankful
when you don't know something
it's an opportunity to learn new thing
Be thankful for the difficult times
which helps you for maturity
Be thankful for what you wish
However did not get
Because they give you opportunities for your improvement.
Be thankful for each new defeat & fall down in your life
Because it will build your strength and character.
Be thankful for your mistakes
they will teach you new valuable lessons.
Be thankful when you're curious & weary
because it means you've made a difference
Which make you unique from others?
Be thankful for good as well as bad people
Who teach you something new?
Their affect change your life
Be thankful to god
Whatever you he never gives
That's why you try to get it
&
Which helps you to turn a negative attitude into a positive?
Find a way to tell thanks to everybody
because everything comes in your life as blessings
So never feel offended to tell thanks
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Believe Your Heart
Sometimes people says don't make wrong choice
You will be forever alone
However I believe no choice make me alone
Until & unless I want
No doubt my tears are dry now
& it's now like river without water
Still my eyes are live
Who says many things?
No doubt I hide it like the hidden treasure
No one can open it
Because I lost the key of my treasure knowingly
I believe if a person understands it without saying anything
He/she truly loves
Tear may fake, however eyes are true
Sometimes words may fake
However heart is true
Never judge a person by their words
Judge them by their heart
Because heart is a like an open precious treasure
Where you find many things which you never know
Try to steal it, as it is very precious
Always believe the words of your heart
Because it will never ever cheat you
It always tells love & care for everyone
However never ever take the words of everyone granted
Sometimes when we really need help
These people become good spectator & listeners
Start saying about you
Without knowing anything about you
No person is copy if another
So how people commenting others
Stop discuss about others
If you can't help others,
At least don't pull their leg down
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CAN WE APPEAL FOR PEACE
Night already fall down
& sun hides himself with in a cloud
Star already ready for dazzling in the sky
Somehow I am still here with a broken hope
Can we make some change?
Is it possible?
I ask once & twice then further I stop my mouth
We are not here for ourselves
God send us for some proposes
Did everyone forget this?
Then why not taking any steps
Life is full of up & hill
Still I believe nothing can alter Ur peace of mind
I believe no strome has power to beat me
Until & unless I don't want by myself
My heart & mind is not separate
They both work together
Still sometimes some foggy thoughts
Change me for a while
I believe heart always not break for love matters
Sometimes it breaks
When something our heart couldn't accept
When it sees injustice & lie
A silence cry inside me
How much we tolerate these things
Can anyone stop this?
My heart ask a silent question to everyone & everyday
Can anyone stop this?
We wanna live
We wanna fulfill our dream
Can you give me smile?
Can you help me fight against injustice?
Can you request everyone for peace?
Can you promise me these?
It's heart of a girl who cries for get justice
Who demanded for tremendous change?
In judiciary system in a nation
We all may be different from each others
But our heart & mind is one
One cry for another
Can you come & cry with me
Or
Help me to fight against these
Which is directly proportional to peace?
Education & science are not mean for destroy or money
However it has power to triumph over wild
& tremendous change to get the peace
If you properly utilize this
We all should remove the word like war from our heart & mind
As We all are altruist
We wanna see our earth a peaceful place for all
Where there is no space for evil
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Can we dream for it?
How can u smile when someone is crying?
Can you do like this
If you do then I believe
Humanity died for a while
I hate to see
When small kids crying for getting peace & smile
& became whole life lonely without getting their parents
& begging in front of you for get some food for live proposes
I hate to see
When a girl cries for justice & alas kills herself
When her toleration beyond her limit
I hate to see
When tears remains in the eyes of old days of old parents
When they saw their son dead
To save his brothers & sisters
Just close your eyes for a while
Imagine it with a real pic
Your heart will breakdown into a number of piece
You can't understand where you exist
& thanks to lord thousand times
It's too easy to imagine & write & speak
However very difficult to be a realistic
A tremendous change will happen
When one heart cares about others
& also feel for it
Can I request you all?
For a peace
Let's pray for peace & abolish cruel thoughts & violence from our mind
Let's pray together before this god
Whom you pray or believe
Let's start our journey form today
for peaceful earth & life
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choose your life
We choose our life how to live
To be happy or to be worry
Choose to feel great
or to let things make you irritate
Everyday everyone not feeling great
& some people just know how to hate
if wands could be waved
Then the world would be cured
I wish I'll do everything
What my heart says
Therefore I choose to be happy
and I choose the way which I feel great
And I don't wanna let the things make me irritate
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Dare to do
When a new day begins,
I dare to smile with lots of hope.
When there is darkness,
I always dare to be shine as light.
When there is injustice,
I dare to fight against it.
When something seems difficult,
I dare to do it anyway.
When I don't find any hope,
I dare to find.
When times seems to be rough & tough,
I dare to make it smooth & go across through it.
When I find a friend of mine falls,
I dare to help my friend to further stand,
Even if I hurt by someone,
I dare to help that person.
Even if I feeling tired,
I dare to keep going.
Even if I come across the paths of pain,
I dare to make myself happy.
I learn it from my life,
When u dare something,
You can achieve it,
So always dare to do something,
Because something is better than nothing
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DARKNESS
The darkest past days already behind me
Which hurt me many times?
Yet danger still running behind me;
Like the loneliest rays of the moon above the sky,
I believe one thing
No longer the old world exist;
Now my life goes into new world
The world of faith, peace & work
Would be always their
Now I came to know live every moment,
Running after the purest form of life
Living and dying by survival.
However do your everyday work
The work which is your dream
Make them fulfill
As you enter into the new world
Forget the thing,
which happened in the old world
Live your life with loving everyone
&
Make it worthy...
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DON'T BE WORRY
Oh my dear, don't worry
Everything's gonna be alright
Everything's gonna be alright
Don't worry for anything
oh my dear
' Sing a your song with a loud voice
every little thing gonna be all right
I am not worry about it
Everything gonna be alright
Everything gonna be alright '
Say loudly & cheerfully
' I wanna rise like morning sun
I wanna Smile like stupid
I wanna sing like birds
I wanna spread my love everywhere '
Take everything easy
Then you could find everything gonna be alright
Just remove all sorts of worries from your heart
Take everything easy
oh my dear
'Just Sing a your song with a loud voice
every little thing gonna be all right
Every little thing gonna be all right
I am not worry about it
Everything gonna be alright
Everything gonna be alright'
Take your time to realize everything
get ready for peace love and happiness
For the peace and love and happiness
everything is getting better like before
It's all gonna work out in time
Whatever the problem comes in your life
Don't be worry it will flew away according to time
oh my dear
Just Sing a your song with a loud voice
every little thing gonna be all right
Every little thing gonna be all right
I am not worry about it
Everything gonna be alright
Everything gonna be alright
We all are here to help each other
Tell your stories
we are here to listen your worries
We're gonna make it together
everything will turn out fine
don't let the hope stop in your life
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always remember
Everything Things happen for a good reasons
change are like the seasons
So never cry for one reason in every time
oh my dear
Just Sing a your song with a loud voice
every little thing gonna be all right
Every little thing gonna be all right
I am not worry about it
Everything gonna be alright
Everything gonna be alright
Sometimes we feel like dying
When everything going against us
when the world's on the overload
you feel like Ur time is going bad
Still never worry for anything
You know the time heals all wounds
According to time & situation
oh my dear
In every time Just Sing a your song with a loud voice
every little thing gonna be all right
Every little thing gonna be all right
I am not worry about it
Everything gonna be alright
Everything gonna be alright
Your life is everything you make it
The hard times never last
Trust in your heart and don't look back
Whatever comes in your life take it as positive
That don't break you that make you stronger
supreme Lord will keep you safe
If you slip you fall and you hurt yourself
Then the Lord will provide your cushion
So don't worry you are not alone in this world
We all are here to each other
Your lord is with you
So why do you fear
Just say good bye your tear & worries
oh my dear
In every time Sing a your song with a loud voice
every little thing gonna be all right
Every little thing gonna be all right
I am not worry about it
Everything gonna be alright
Everything gonna be alright
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DON'T CALL ME REFUGEE CHILD
Oh! Oh! Oh!
Mother where are we?
here there is no
politeness, happiness, humanity
only pain, sorrow, suffering
Nobody is here, to love us
Nobody is here, to be honest
We are suffering without love
We are expecting polite person
We are looking for humanity
alas we couldn't get it anywhere
Oh! Oh! Oh!
Mother where are we?
My mind turned East, West, South and North
I could not believe
I looked all round
I could not get any direction
Where is our actual destination?
Break your silence
Tell me mom where we are
Oh! Oh! Oh!
My mother
can you give me one answer
I have my own name
so why other call me refugee.
My heart aches, my eyes cry,
when other call me in this way
I beg before everyone
Please don't call me 'refugee'
I'm a migrant bird far away from my land
I don't know where my destination place
Still I am alive
Hope for a new beginning of my life
Oh! Oh! Oh!
Mother where is my father?
I cannot find my father
Where he is
I wanna meet him
I could not find him
Where he is
I need him my mother
Can you tell me please where he is?
Oh! Oh! Oh!
My mother
I need education
Education is my life
Buy me pen and paper
I need education
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I love to study and get educated
As it is everything for my life
Please educate me
Without education my life is nothing
Oh! Oh! Oh!
My mother
When you will smile
Please break your silence
Talk with me
I need to hear me
Why you sit silently
Oh my mother can you get it
Oh! Oh! Oh!
My mother
why you are not giving me answer further
Don't leave me alone
I can't walk alone further
I will not beg you anything
Please never ever leave me alone
I will not ask you any question further
Please my mother
Listen me further
Oh! Oh! Oh!
Is anyone here?
To save my mother
I beg of you,
Save my mother's life
I will not come here further
Oh! Oh! Oh!
My lord saves my mother
I will not ask you anything further
Help me once
hope it will be my last
Oh my lord saves my mother
I can't imagine a life
without my mother & father
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Don't Criticize Others
When you're criticizing others
And are finding the ways here and there
A fault Or a weakness you can tear
When you're blaming some one's weakness
It's time that you went out
To take a walk around yourself
There's lots of human failures
In the average all
But when we think of evils
we forget everything
It's time we all went out
To take a walk around ourselves.
We need so often in this life
The word that balancing of scales,
This seeing how much in us wins
And how much in us fails
But before we judge another
Just to lay him on the shelf
It would be a great plan
To understand the feelings of others
Respect their ways they are
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Don't Say Goodbye
No no no no
no no no no my friend
Don't say goodbye from me
I'll be there for you
And you will be there for me
Remind the promise, you told before me
you are like an angel heaven sent to me
I know you are going far away from me
Still I can feel you here within me
it's not the end
just a little love, big imagination
I never let you go away from me
No no no no
No no no no my friend
Don't say goodbye from me
Look for the rainbow in every storm
Find out the positive point in every problem
Love is gonna be there for you
you'll always be someone's heart
Time will never change our friendship
I glad we made it strong
Don't forget me & the days
Which we spend together
I will help you help you on your way
I will help you in anyway
No no no no
No no no no my friend
Don't say goodbye
You are my strength when I am weak
You are my voice when I couldn't speak
You are my eyes when I couldn't see
You saw the best there was in me
You Lift me up when I couldn't reach
You give me faith Becoz you believe
I'm everything I am
Because you love me
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You are always there for me
A light in the dark shining your love into my life
you've been my inspiration
through the lies you are the truth
my world is a better place because of you
Therefore never ever leave me alone
No no no no
No no no no my friend
Don't say goodbye
my life is nothing without you
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Fear To Failure
Holding a pen
I gonna to write something
Some questions which come across in my mind
Why I can't built myself further
Why I can't strong myself further
Why I can't dare to fulfill my dream
Is there something which pushes me back?
Is it the fear of my failure?
It is a silent threat, not heard only felt
like the storm you see quietly but forcefully
While everyone has hopes and dreams
And wants everything that is gold.
At the same time I fear to say something about my dream
Is there the fear of my failure?
Which push me back further
While everybody wants to touch the sky
That's why they are jumping, jumping off the ground
At the same time I really all terrified to fly.
Is there the fear of my failure?
Which push me back further
While we all develop an aspiration,
and say we are determined, resilient,
At the same time I fear to determine anything
Is there the fear of my failure?
Which push me back further
Many of us shy away with hesitation
that Fear of failure is a fear malevolent.
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God stay with me forever
OH GOD
U are a heavenly angel for me
Due to u we all are here
You make me feel greatly when i feel poor
I feel ur hidden love with me
In case I defeat,
I find u side by side
To weep my tear
&
Help me to look forward
I will never at all heated
If you will be my side by side
My all experience will be narrated
Heartily it will be accepted
I know the good reason behind the experiences
which is given by you
All your given ideas carefully noted
My life become full joy
When I find your presence
And my sorrow is eliminated
As my love for you is deep-rooted
At no time you will be hated
My affection will be communicated
By my tears, my love will be denoted
My life is by your presence activated
My tension and fear are eliminated
You the only person never make me feel irritated
For you my tears are by your touch evaporated
Ohh God kindly protected
Your words, your presence, your feelings, your ideas, your love, your affection,
Everything make me feel positively converted.
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HAPPY B'DAY DEAR
Hurry it's a special day
How much you sleep my dear
it's your day
Make it memorable
it's your birthday, let's celebrate!
Wake up & see
The sun is shining bright
there is no cloud over the sky, you can see it
The birds are singing song for your birthday
The stars twinkle twinkle
Says 'happy birthday to you'
See the sky wears a rainbow
only for you
to say you 'happy birthday' in different way
think how blessed you are
Oh my dear
It's a special day for you
Always remember it
It only comes once in a year
Remind everything from your beginning
How you came this world
&
Who is that great lady who show you the path
The day you were born the day of paradise
Spring fever on you
You never know how much blessed you are
Everything positive for you
Hurry it's a special day
How much you sleep my dear
it's your day
Make it memorable
It's your birthday, let's celebrate!
On your birthday a special pray for you
Hope my lord listen my inner voice
Which is for you
Hope your all unfortunate convert into fortunate
Hope your all sorrow replaced by happiness
Hope you touch the sky
Hope your all dreams comes true
Hope you get love & care from everywhere
Hope you live with good health through out the year
Hope your all darkness replaced by god's light
Hope my all pray for you comes true
I know my Lord sure listen my voice
As you are very nice person before my Lord
Never be worry, as lord is with you
Keep faith on him
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he is with you to save you each & every time
Hurry! it's a special day
How much you sleep my dear
it's your day
Make it memorable
It's your birthday, let's celebrate!
Oh my dear
Take a promise today
To Forgive those who hurt you in past days
To Fill your heart with love & care
To Be kind for all
It's your day make it best
Take a promise to make yourself a person
Which you always wish for
Live like there is no tomorrow
Do everything today
Oh my dear
Hurry it's a special day
How much you sleep my dear
it's your day
Make it memorable
It's your birthday, let's celebrate!
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Homework
There's a place on the other
side of the pain
called "Homework in child hood time"
And
It was not much fun.
There was no time for watching
cartoons
There was no time for playing
In the field
There's not even time to eat
any ice cream.
And
The worst part of all is
There was no time to dream
Arithmetic, Science and grammar
Made me headache in my brain
Sometimes I was to trying to escape myself from this pain
And
Wanted to land myself in my dream land
Dream which is purely imaginary
Which never comes true?
Sometimes it's very painful
When you forget to do your homework
And
Beat by your cruel teacher
Who never understand a child's heart?
What we want to do
In child hood days I feel most painful time
Sacrifice all of your loving work
For doing your homework…
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Honest
Honesty Is a very precious word
Very difficult to find
in this world u can't get a pure person
everyone is so untrue
Honesty Its hardly ever heard
and
mostly we want it from this world
I didn't get any person till now
to say that they sympathize on me
help me in my worry time
even if wear a shady tear
i don't get some pretty face
who will tell me i m with you
All i want is someone to believe.
i can't find a friend such like that
so better to live a life like that how u want to
make marry never be hurry
just clap your hand
&
say everything gonna be ok
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HONESTY
Honesty Is a very precious word
Very difficult to find
in this world u can't get a pure person
everyone is so untrue
Honesty Its hardly ever heard
and
mostly we want it from this world
I didn't get any person till now
to say that they sympathize on me
help me in my worry time
even if wear a shady tear
i don't get some pretty face
who will tell me i m with you
All i want is someone to believe.
i can't find a friend such like that
so better to live a life like that how u want to
make marry never be hurry
just clap your hand
&
say everything gonna be ok
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I Don't Know Who I M
I don't know who I am
What's wrong with me
Even if i never hurt any one
I always get hurt more & more
However i always want to prove myself
still every time i face problem
I can't understand
I can't change myself what other's want
I want to be how i am
I can't give up my dream
What ever the situation may be
The way i follow what my heart says to me
I never ever wants to cheat anyone
Neither i want to lie to public
Nor I want to show up as if i know everything
I love & care what my god has given to me
Still everyone hurts me badly
Sometimes i little bit short temper
still i manage it by telling sorry
I never cry for rude words
i cry for why people become my enemy
without harming them
sometimes i want god should listen my words
shows me path to overcome from this tear & fear
Many times in my dream i see something
which gives me hope for next day
i feel may GOD indirectly help me
As i am true & honest for him
sometimes i want to be an angle
Spread love ever where
I learn from my life
I learn how to smile
I learn how to make others smile
I learn how to tell sorry
I learn make others life beautiful
I learn to honest & true to others
I say what comes in my mind
Just wait
I just realize something is wrong with me
I don't know who I am
And who really I want to be
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I WANNA SAY SOMETHING
i wanna to say something
i wanna to express something
something very beautiful
something very worst
a few lines is enough to express myself
never close your heart
always be open
it will save you from heartache
never hide your dream
always share with others
as it will help you from sleepless nights
never choose to live alone in your life
always be together
as it will save you from your enemy
never lose hope in your life
always be positive
it will shelp you for move forward in your life
never be afraid to others
always be strong
it will help you for win in the life race
never stop laughing
always choose smile in your face
it may give smile others who loves you
never stop spreading your knowledge
always help other how much you have
as it is unlimited
it will help you to become a knowledgeable person
never forget to wish & smile
when it comes to someone's success
it will help you to make your bond stronger
never forget to give your hands to those
who are suffering in extreme painful condition
it will explore your inner greatness
never forget to love others
as it is a give & take policy
how much you give that much you will get
never forget to help others
as almighty God sees everything from the above
he will help you in future
never forget to say sorry to others
when you are wrong
as it can save your relation
never forget to say thanks
who can make you happy
as it can make joy twice
never forget to save one life
as it's a very noble & precious work as i think
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I Will Be There For You
Life is going to be this way
your joke, you're talk, your love
Always etches in front of my eyes.
Sometimes I feel like I meet u now
But for you
It took one second to break your promise
Still
I'll be there for you
When the rain falls on you
I'll be stay with you like an umbrella
I'll be there for you
Like I've been there before
I'll be there for you
Becoz I always feel you within me
From morning to till night
Every time I remember you
Because I take my breath only for you
I'll be there for you
When the rain falls on you
I'll be stay with you like an umbrella
I'll be there for you
Like I've been there before
I'll be there for you
Becoz I always feel you within me
I feel like no one could ever know me
Seems you're the only one who knows
what it's like to be me
I always remember the day
How I laugh with u
Even if my worst time hurts me & cuts me
I feel comfort whenever I find you besides me
Today also
Every time I remember you
Because I take my breath only for you
I'll be there for you
When the rain falls on you
I'll be stay with you like an umbrella
I'll be there for you
Like I've been there before
I'll be there for you
Becoz I always feel you within me
Today also
Every time I remember you
Because I take my breath only for you
I'll be there for you
I had there for you yesterday
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I m always therefore you now
I'll be therefore you tomorrow
I'll be there for you
I'll be there for you
Becoz I always feel you with in me
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I wish u remember me
Time which always just slips away
and some memories will be left with yesterday
Left with the days & tears
A smile comes in my face
When I think of you
&
Our cheerful days
which making me delight for sometime
Through the time everything changed
Though we go our separate ways
However I can't forget the past days
The memories we made
"I wish you remember me & our past days"
Please remember the past days
The time we were together
&
Promises we made
The time was yours and mine
while we were child and free
"I wish you remember me and our past days"
Goodbye is the painful word for me to say
&
It's sad to walk away
It's true we all will die one day
However it's a painful Goodbye
Till now I couldn't believe my eyes & ears
That you walk away
"I wish you remember me & our past days"
Some images etched in my eyes
How we were together at all situations
You were there for me
&
I were there for you
&
You always made me laugh at my painful days
&
How we share our thoughts
I stood by you & you stood by me
we wrote our names across the stone in the beaches
time passes so fast
However we still there where we were before
which made me cry
I have only one wish before God
"You remember me & our past days"
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I wish u remember me and my past days
Time which always just slips away
and some memories will be left with yesterday
Left with the days & tears
A smile comes in my face
When I think of you
&
Our cheerful days
which making me delight for sometime
Through the time everything changed
Though we go our separate ways
However I can't forget the past days
The memories we made
"I wish you remember me & our past days"
Please remember the past days
The time we were together
&
Promises we made
The time was yours and mine
while we were child and free
"I wish you remember me and our past days"
Goodbye is the painful word for me to say
&
It's sad to walk away
It's true we all will die one day
However it's a painful Goodbye
Till now I couldn't believe my eyes & ears
That you walk away
"I wish you remember me & our past days"
Some images etched in my eyes
How we were together at all situations
You were there for me
&
I were there for you
&
You always made me laugh at my painful days
&
How we share our thoughts
I stood by you & you stood by me
we wrote our names across the stone in the beaches
time passes so fast
However we still there where we were before
which made me cry
I have only one wish before God
"You remember me & our past days"
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I WISH YOU REMEMBER ME
Time which always just slips away
and some memories will be left with yesterday
Left with the days & tears
A smile comes in my face
When I think of you
&
Our cheerful days
which making me delight for sometime
Through the time everything changed
Though we go our separate ways
However I can't forget the past days
The memories we made
'I wish you remember me & our past days'
Please remember the past days
The time we were together
&
Promises we made
The time was yours and mine
while we were child and free
'I wish you remember me and our past days'
Goodbye is the painful word for me to say
&
It's sad to walk away
It's true we all will die one day
However it's a painful Goodbye
Till now I couldn't believe my eyes & ears
That you walk away
'I wish you remember me & our past days'
Some images etched in my eyes
How we were together at all situations
You were there for me
&
I were there for you
&
You always made me laugh at my painful days
&
How we share our thoughts
I stood by you & you stood by me
we wrote our names across the stone in the beaches
time passes so fast
However we still there where we were before
which made me cry
I have only one wish before God
'You remember me & our past days'
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I Wish, I Could Fly
My mood again swings
with a wish that if I had wings
I wish I would fly
in the high and high sky
Happy and free in the clouds
Where joy knew no bounds
And make my heart feel happy and gay again
However in my head now I hear a sound
Its time to come out of the dream
That now I'm back into reality
With no clouds around and no wings
Come to this world where you present
Where you come with a little dream
A dream for others
A dream which can make smile many of us
A dream which you have to fulfill
As for humanity
However sometimes I want to free from my life
I wish to joy with myself alone
Where no one can reach
Peace, soundless world are there
I wish I had wings and I could fly
To reach at the upper high
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I, ME, MYSELF
I am not a perfect girl
Not having a pretty face for which I can proud for
My hair doesn't always stay in place
I am not so talented or genius
I don't have a lot of friends to share & care.
I look like nasty and clumsy
I am just a geek
I know that I'm a freak....
When ever I look back
I feel like how stupid I was
The mistakes I had done was really like nonsense
I was a crazy & nonsense person
I could n't handle anything
I could n't understand the situations
I do n't wanna stay in my past
As it always hurt me again & again
I don't even wanna think about my future
I wanna to live as gently as I can
no matter where I was & what I was
I have only faith and honor on myself
To do my best and let that stand again
The record of my brain teach me again
Never do same mistakes further again
I am working and hope for victory
there is no secret place in my life
It's clear like a glass anyone can see it
Even if I never wanna hide it
there is nothing to worry for shame or sin
that's why I stand alone with a hope
One day will come when everything will be fine
I wanna live a life with freedom & unafraid
No one here to stop me
I don't like to pretend to be someone which I am not
I love to live like a person
Which will be my future identification?
I am Self conscious, maybe a bit
I don't care much about that
I am tougher than anything, which you can't imagine
I can't give up, without even trying
I wanna fly if required, no limit
No giving up, in it to win it
I Believe in true love
I too believe on it
But I too fear to lose it
That's why my heart says "it's not easy to get it"
As many people come & leave
It's a usual process in life
However sometimes I wanna leave some simple mark behind some person
to keep my having lived in their mind
I didn't know whether I will get that person or not
Still I believe on myself
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I can love myself truly
In this world it's too difficult to get someone who truly loves you
I believe in luck & believe lucky people only get the true love
& I am an unlucky girl
How can I hope for?
It's just like try to swim on the land
Still I believe on my lord
I pray in front of him either send a person who could understand me
Or don't send anyone whom I could not bear in my future
I never wanna cheat in my life
I believe love is very powerful to break you into pieces
& I never wanna to put myself in that situation
That's why I fear to love & fear to believe anyone
I know love is always pure & soft
It's never rude or false
But you should need a person like that
still i have faith on my lord
he is my boss & everything in my life
He is my true love & best friend of my life
He know everything about me
He knows what is better for me
That's why I never ever worry for anything
As I believe on him
I pray before him Take care of me, just like forever
I don't have any fear to anything
I know I can Keep going alone till I finished the race in my life
If he will be with me
It doesn't mean I'll have to be in 1st place
I believe be simple, humble, kind
I won't be afraid to speak my mind
I Speak out, stand up, under control myself alone
I am Strong like a mountain, ever-changing as the sea
indeed that's ME
My lovely future had always been a dream
clearly....I had no direction to move further...
But there's only one thing I know about myself
I want to do more than I need
And need more than I want
Yes! ! !
But what can I do? ? ?
That's the big question in my mind
Which irritate me, which breaks me?
Still I couldn't get any answer
I can do only one thing
Live a life as usual & do my work
I have to complete my journey alone
It's not easy I know
Still I can't wait
'for anyone to stay in my life & say I am here for you'
If I can't run I have to walk
As I have got a precious life only once
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I have to continue my journey till my last
Indeed! that's me
&
I am proud to be myself
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If You Think
If you think you are beaten, you are,
If you think you dare not, you don't.
If you like to win, but you think you can't,
It is almost certain you won't.
If you think you'll lose, you're lost,
For out in the world we find,
Success begins with a fellow's will.
It's all in the state of mind.
If you think you are outclassed, you are,
You've got to think high to rise,
You've got to be sure of yourself before
You can ever win a prize.
Life's battles don't always go
To the stronger or faster man.
But soon or late the man who wins,
Is the man who thinks he can.
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Is This Love
Someone is coming into my dreams every moment
Is this love, I don't know
Is this love, you tell me
I have been searching the path of love
& a companion in this lonely way
I can't agree to this
I love someone badly
I wanna entry into his heart
Hope he hide me in his heart
That should never have exit
How difficult it is to fall in love
Now I can understand
Is this love, I don't know
Is this love, you tell me
Fragrant shadows of the evening, melting my body and soul
How many deep and gentle colors of the evening have spread?
There is just me, there is just you
Is this love, I don't know
Is this love, you tell me
Water pours down like pearls.
The drops of this rain shower have brought that moment
Now a day someone is walking in my breaths
Is this love, I don't know
Is this love, you tell me
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Journey Of Life
Our days begin with sunrise & ends with sunset
Often the days are seem useless, pointless,
We don't think they matter but they do,
Everything that happens has a reason,
The truth will be revealed in due season,
Our life is a journey that we must make,
A road, a path, which we must take,
Our course is never easy;
The stakes may be high,
We should not let our life like the leaves in winter;
Life is a poem where we write our story everyday
Life is a game which we must play,
Through trouble and disaster,
We never know what we will get;
Our hand is not always get what we want,
We always learn a lesson of hearts and minds is taught
However from the failure
We should not walks on a street of hopeless & blind
Sometimes we find the face with in the face
Which hurt us most of the time?
Still we always expected to act like the world is as beautiful and clean
If we struggle let it be,
With hope for things we wish to see,
So in every day let's find you, knowing the world for its reality …
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Just Say I Love You LYRICS
Ufff
Oh my dear I love you
Just say I love you
I love you …I love you
You & I
Strangely we feel the same thing
As if I am searching you inside me
You were not there
However you would be
I would do anything for you
To make you believe
Uff
Oh my dear I love you
Just say I love you
I love you….i love you
Once my eyes fall on your eyes
&
From that days my heart goes on & on
There is no way to leave you anymore
My love so profoundly
I am honest & tell you true
I am the only one good person
whom god has made for you
Uff
oh my dear I love you
just say I love you
I love you….i love you
my love is struggling for showing myself
to tell you how much I feel for you
sometimes I feel
as if I am within you
you may not believe
however I am telling true
today my world is only you
Uff
oh my dear I love you
just say I love you
I love you….i love you
I can capture stars only for you
one day you see a big tag mahal in front of you
that will be only for you
my name stands as great lover in the world
just wait & watch what I can do
However before that, tell me just one yes!
that you love me too
Uff
oh my dear I love you
just say I love you
I love you….i love you
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KEEP SMILING ALWAYS
Life is a journey
Which can amaze you
it can bring abrupt changes and turns.
Don't let troubles get you down.
Never cry and never ever feel to be fall down
Live every day day like as it is your last day
&
Always say all is well because time flies,
&
You will one day touch the skies
However life is just a joyful ride
that with experience learns.
In life there is big space for a dream
Which is my life?
A dream, an ambition, it is all attainable,
All you need to do believe.
A hope, some faith, will find its way;
all you need is an eye, to perceive.
So always follow your dream
Whatever the situation comes in your way
Sometimes life seems to change like the tide,
you never know what will happen tomorrow
That's why live each day fullest
As it is your last day
Live life like there is no tomorrow
however always is prepared for unexpected sorrow.
Still never ever forget to keep smiling in your face
Because a smile can change a day
& it has a power to change your life
It can turn your life beautiful and happy days.
Which is my only wish for my friends?
And keep smiling always
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Keep Walking
Always keep walking
Becoz the world want that
If u stop walking
U will cry forever
Even if your heart break into pieces
Keep walking in your way
Hide your tear inside your eye
Because tears makes you weak
&
gives you nothing
Smile makes you strong
&
Gives you everything
So stay strong
Show the world you have done
The word they have told
You can't
However you can
So keep walking the path of live
May be one day will come
Someone will come
To hold your hand
&
Walk with you to heal your dream
Till then
You will walk until your last breath
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Laugh
Laugh a little
Laugh for a while
When you feel lost
&
Tear drops start rolling
May people cheat you, left you?
Still go on
&
Make your journey successful
May people laugh at you?
Still go on
Show them you have done
May people break your heart pieces?
Still go on
Show them you can live without them
Always laugh
&
Thanks to wrong time
To show you
Who is real for you?
Because good times shows
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Life
Life is like crossroads
A decision you have to make
Turn left, turn right, go back, go on
Which direction should you take
We have to decide by our self
Sometimes we find a sky with no moon and stars
we are searching our lost bravery
At that time just Close your eyes
Find your strength inside your heart
like an evening sky
It cannot shine without its moon and stars
so, hurry up and search for your courage and shine
Bring the moon and stars back to the sky
As a human we all should care about others
It's important that we all should do
Then good things will come to you will be blessed beyond belief
because God knows that we were there
He knows that you helped someone out
and he knows that you really did care
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LIFE IS? ? ?
Oh my dear
listen something
Life is full of up & down
Sometimes it is exciting highs
Sometimes it is depressing lows
There be plenty peaks and troughs
It's your attitude to life that determines your destination
Our attitude is like a mirror
Which reflects us back?
Our thoughts, our words , our actions
So be careful what you think & say or do
So always do your best
Life of purpose that is so
Do what you want
Don't care what others say or do
As everyday is a new day for you
&
Try to remember to remain positive
Learn to ride over your sorrow
Appreciate yourselves when you do best
try to analyze when something wrong happens to you
as it is indirect path show you to way to your destination
So be brave and do only what you can do
Learn to enjoy the ride of life
with its many exhilarating highs
And sometimes depressing lows
Life's just like that
Just say I'm not afraid
I wanna do everything
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LIFE'S JOURNEY
Oh see
What a beautiful life is
Hare we all need peace & love
Every day is a new beginning
God pour his blessings on you
Everyday & every time
We start our day by praying
Praying for peaceful world
& love is our basic need
Everyday someone coming to this world
& someone leaving us for forever
It's lovely as well as bitter truth of our life
One day we all have to face it
Still we have to be strong enough
To face all the situation
Something we can't change
That's the life's beginning & life's ending
That is the true thing which we all have to face
We all love each other
We all wanna to be together
Still one day we have to leave this earth alone
Whatever the situation may come
We have to stay strong
Frightened weak us inside
As we all are emotionally attach
each other
It's a common thing as we all are human being
Our heart is like a soft flower
How much you give water & care
That much it will give you pleasure
Spread your love & care in everywhere
Show the meaning of love
That you feel inside your heart & soul
A man without heart
Is worthless as I think
Everyone should keep this thing inside in your mind
Our heart & mind is not separate
It work together
However we have to feel it
Life is a beautiful gift
Try to enjoy it
Because every time has a great meaning
One should not forget it

With
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LIVE A LIFE YOU LOVE
TO LIVE IS TO LOVE
TO LOVE IS TO LIVE.
This is a beautiful song
Which we have to sing now
Life is full of surprises and shocks

&

While we are planning and deciding
our next move
our course of action
it moves in opposite direction,
without any warning
Still sing this song
TO LIVE IS TO LOVE,
&
TO LOVE IS TO LIVE.
This is a beautiful song
Which we have to sing now
Life is a game play for it
Sometimes you defeat sometimes you win
Still never ever leave hope for win
There is always second chance for you
Stay calm & be patience
It will give you another chance for win the game
So always sing this song
TO LIVE IS TO LOVE,
&
TO LOVE IS TO LIVE.
This is a beautiful song
Which we have to sing now
Life is different
while we spend a lifetime
thinking and planning
everything about life is always uncertain
the only thing constant thing about it is
it is always moving
so keep moving,
keep smiling always
So always sing this song
TO LIVE IS TO LOVE,
&
TO LOVE IS TO LIVE.
This is a beautiful song
Which we have to sing now
Life is to love others
Sometimes it about our future & our loved ones
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We know someone love you today
Can you give guarantee they will love you tomorrow
So love someone unconditional & that also in pure form
That will never hurt you again
To expect love is to incite disappointment
But to accept love is to relish respect
Love always brings you joy, comfort & security
Still it is painful & reason of your sorrow
So be content that you loved & will love
Becoz love never dies, it always alive in our heart
But sometimes we hide it
Becoz we don't wanna hurt
Still always sing this song
TO LIVE IS TO LOVE
&
TO LOVE IS TO LIVE.
This is a beautiful song
Which we have to sing now
Live like a beautiful flower
&
so spread your beauty over the world
Life is a beautiful song which always sings for 'togetherness'
Life is a great school which teach us a great lesson
Be patience & lovable to all
Once you achieve these qualities
You can win over the world
Still it's not easy to do
However I believe anyone can do
So always sing this song
TO LIVE IS TO LOVE
&
TO LOVE IS TO LIVE.
This is a beautiful song
Which we have to sing now
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LIVE A WORTHY LIFE
Oh my dear
It's your life, live it fullest
Make every moment as happiest
There is no tomorrow
Live life as like there is no tomorrow
That's why make it worth living
Give how much you can
There is nothing you can't
Give your best effort in everywhere
One thing I learn from my life
That's never ever give up
Once you give up it's very difficult to stand up
I remember, when I was child from that day I was very competent
That's why I face many difficulties & accept many challenges
I never take myself as a girl
I always believe as if I can do everything
I remember when I got math scholarship
Many people comment me as I remembering mathematics
When I got scholarship many people are there comment like
"How I got it "& show fingers towards my parents
Still I never give & I accept their challenge
& tried to show that i am not weak
i can do everything
Yeah! there was a moment where I fail to success
I fail to achieve my main aim
Which demoralize me & brook me into pieces
My whole eighteen years labor went in vain
Which brook me inside
However that was my first step to failure
After that I never succeed seriously telling
Many times I faced injustice
From drawing competition to essay competition
There was one break even point
Where I decided
no! it's over
I can't tolerate more
I have to raise my voice, I have to be strong
I have to show myself that i also can do better
I can't allow others to suggest me not to do something
I came this world to do everything
My greatest drawback of my every failure was
I always care for other emotions
Which always pull my leg down?
now i understand except my parents & teachers
No one is my well wiser
My great mistake was i believe everyone blindly
I remember that day
when I start writing , people took it competition
When I start drawing further people comments me as I do copy
which made my mind confuse, what to do
however now i can get my conclusion
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it was their planning to pull my leg down
However this time I fully decided to 'never ever give up'
i already set up this thing in my mind
As in my life I gave up many things
I understand what is today's life is
I am not saying don't care about others emotional
Still be wise & take the decision in according to situation
This world is full of competition
what I learnt from my life
Everyone wanna be success,
that's why I wanna say be strong & wise
See every situation & the words of people
I love to analyze & I learn if you analyze the words of various people
It may helps to take the future decision
A simple word tells a person's mentality
Always remember, so keep it in your mind
Life is your, that's why never give up
Keep your head up & say I cann't give up
Make your life worthy
You never know what may happen tomorrow
So live for today, make it memorable for each day
Live a life like other can take you as an example
Make it so worthy living
However worthy living comes from lots of learning
when I know I am right, i never listen others
Even if I never do anything wrong with anyone, never hurt anyone
i always hurt badly
however i wanna say one thing
I am trying for survive & I wanna get myself identification
that's why i can't give up
That's why I wanna be expert in every field
As I don't know what will be my next
That's why I am preparing myself from today
I can't forget those days "how I suffered a lot, how much I cried
& I found no hand for help
& I brook down into pieces, how only failure left in my fortune
Even if I never did any mistake
Still i never leave my principle
what ever i the situation came in life
I may break, still never choose any wrong step
What my god teach me everyday
i wanna to give how much i can
I always try to help others, still sometimes you have to suffer
As this world is not that much good enough
they don't allow you for success
One painful cry, one painful moment taught me one thing & made me strong for
forever
When i begged help, i found no hand at that moment
no one try to understand me
& wanna to stand besides me
That day was most painful day for me
That's' why I wanna thanks those people
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who helped me to make me strong enough
Who show me my inner hidden talent?
now i forget all & forgive all
still i can't forget those days & the lesson i learnt
As the first time I did n't understand how the world actually is
However now I can get it…
It taught me a great lesson "never ever give up"
As no one is yours
I lose many friends when they saw me in success
I lose some friends when I did n't agree with their words
As I knew why they were telling these
I knew the whole world very complicated
everyone play game with you to down you
That's why i wanna say to you
listen your inner voice
it will never cheat you
So that no one can motive you in a wrong way
You can see a person's outer face not inner face
Now I understand what is life actually is & how to live it
Now I give emphasize on few good friends rather than more friends
I love to learn different mind
So that I can't face problems in my future life"
That's why I wanna say be yourself
As you don't know what will be the next
So Never take my words in negative sense
I am saying what was happening with me
I am saying the reason of my failures
I can't see others also face the same mistakes
Oh my dear
Hope you understand me
Why I am telling these things
I am saying because I wanna see your success
I never wanna see the failure of anyone
But I could n't understand why people want my failure
Why they can't see my any success
As I am a girl
Or what's problem with me
I seriously I wanna to know my problems
can anyone tell me
I know till now I never try to hurt anyone
I always care for everyone
is that the reason people try to hurt me
Still now also I suffer, still now also I cry
Every time I ask my lord why these thing happens with me
Am I exceptional? ? ?
After that I always get one answer
This is life, it will first break u then make you
That's why never worry for any storme
It will pass according to time & situation
But it's upon you how you tackle the situation
Live your life fullest & make it worthy
By making everyone happy
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this is a great lesson i learn from my life
I never wanna to see other to face the same situation
that's why i wanna share with whole world
never take it as a negative sense
please understand the concept & the reason of my failure
this is my aim is to tell the whole world
why i failure
& i don't wanna see other also face the same situation
it can be happen with anyone
so be wise & take the every step in well matter
it's your life
live it & show others
that you can make it worthy
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Make yourself strong
A single person cannot change the whole world
However any one can live in present the world with improved himself
you can go to any work
&
Make yourself strong
The kind of person you admire and respect
You can control and discipline yourself
&
Resist speaking in a negative way
Your life is going for any good reason
You can do the things in the loving way
Rather than the hurtful way
By doing these things each & every day
you can continue on your journey
Toward becoming an exceptional human being
Sometimes it may be hurts you
Still never lose your principle
If you can trust yourself
Than anything can be possible
Just go ahead with carrying sweet smile over face...
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Me
Some call I m crazy
Some say I m sick
I think it's freedom
However, it helps release the pain
That I go through every day
Feeling like everything's wrong
I want to escape from my sadness
However now I m looking forward
I no longer feel like a coward
Any challenge put before me to stand and face it
Any blessing waiting for me to try and take it
Although almost brought tears
However I promise I'll never cry
Even if the battle seems lost never die
Although adversity is long humanity stronger…
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Merry Christmas
It's time to give praises to God,
Let us sing together in one chord,
For Christmas has come after a year,
Christmas comes now, at last,
Christmas comes, like in the past,
Christmas comes after such a long wait,
Christmas
Christmas
Christmas
Christmas

comes and it will be great
is all about giving,
is all about love,
is all about peace,

Christmas is all about joy,
Closing my eyes & dreaming of a White Christmas,
Forgetting the world around me, minding my own business.
Listening to the lovely sound of
Christmas songs around me,
Singing and dancing to the brilliant
melody.
Watching the beautiful & divine
snowfall outside,
May the sadness and gloom in your life be replaced,
with never ending happiness and cheer
Smile my dear, for the season of Christmas has finally arrived here
Lets show our love to everyone, near and dear
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My Believe
I believe
That we should care for everyone as we live in a society.
I believe
That true friendship continues to grow
Same goes for true love.
I believe
That you should always leave everyone with loving words.
I believe
That it will take a long time to become the person I want to be.
Because I believe nothing is impossible.
I believe
That there is no word like Luck
It totally depends on your work.
I believe
That change only occurs
When u analyze your small small mistakes
I believe
Miracle only happens
When you understand your own fault before others.
I believe
That anyone can keep going long alone
I believe
That we are responsible for what we do or did
I believe
That heroes are the people who do work with regardless of the consequences.
I believe
That sometimes the people you expect to kick you when you're down
Still there will be the ones to help you get back up
That is loving God.
I believe
That maturity comes from different types of experiences you've had and what you've
learned from from your every mistakes
I believe
That it is easy to be forgiven by others.
Sometimes you have to learn to forgive yourself.
I believe
That our background and circumstances may have influenced
who we are, but we are responsible for who we become.
I believe
That great people look at the exact same thing what other see
but see it something totally different.
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I believe
That when a needy person cries out to you
you will find the strength to help them
How much you can.
I believe
winner never quit or quitter never win
I believe
That cruel & rude way on your way
Do not make you a decent human being
I believe
That we should not change our life
Life will change for us by our works
I believe
Life is a poem, so write your own story
Life is a song, so sing your own song
Life is a game, so play with different tricks
Life is a full of fun, so lets enjoy it.
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MY BEST FRIEND
I M HAPPY AFTER GETTING A FRIND LIKE U...
By the sweet things that you do,
And sharing your life wonders....
you are a friend so true....
You make me feel so special....
When i m in trouble...
I always find u there....
When I'm not sure....
Your light will pull me through....
When I m sad....
Your jokes make me laugh....
When i need u...
U come across in my dream....
But you'll remain same...
Best Friend of my Life....
You might follow me...
Where ever I go....
But u always find me...
Behind u....
Becoz i m always there to help u....
I think I can....
Cope with you in the end....
But it's too hard....
But i m always there...
When you need my help....
Becoz Our love too strong....
Always together, never apart....
This love is not fake....
If you ask me to love you...
I will love you forever...
If you ask me to wait for you....
I will wait until my life is over....
But, if you ask me to forgive you....
I cannot take you out of my mind....
Something that I will never do....
You are the reason why I wake up every morning....
The same reason why my life keeps going....
Without you, my life will have no meaning....
Now a days Best friends are very rare....
In a lifetime....
I'm so glad it happened...
between you and me....
It's a great relation in this world...
Becoz u ar the ONLY Best Friend of my Life....
NOW & FOREVER....
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MY BEST PAPA
Oh papa
Oh oh my sweet sweet papa
I remember the past days
When you used to take me
on a bike ride every day
We are inseparable

You come home from work
and I jump in your arms when I saw you
I was so excited when ever I saw
I was so happy to see you,
Ooh Oh papa
Oh my sweet sweet papa
I wish I can tell u how much I love you
and I'm so proud of u
That I have got a such a loving papa like u
You've given me security
No matter what mistakes
You're there for me
you solve my disappointments
and you heal my pain
you understand me
And you protected from my all fear
I treasure our every sweet memory
In my heart
there is no one else like u
U are always special my papa
&
I thank you for loving me
Ooh Oh papa
Oh oh my sweet sweet papa
I wish I can tell u how much I love you
Words can't express my boundless gratitude for you
I appreciate what you do
you've given me security
& save me from all fight
I know I'm lucky after getting such a loving papa like you
I can't stop my tears from falling
Whenever I remember my past days
I love you so much papa
U don't know how much u mean to me
Thank you my papa
You've done so much for me & I love you, papa
There is no one else like my papa
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No one else replace ur place in my heart
oh my sweet papa
I everyday pray for you
That I wanna stay with you till ur last breath
As your little sweet daughter
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MY DAY
I may never see tomorrow;
There's no written guarantee.
I don't seem to understand.
However I know who hold tomorrow,
The great power, which shows me light every time
I walk besides him, for he knows what is ahead.
And
Things that happened yesterday belong to history.
I cannot predict my future,
I cannot change my past,
I have just the present moment,
I must treat it as my last,
I must use this moment wisely for it soon will pass away,
Every step is getting brighter as the golden stairs I climb.
Every stars getting lighter,
There the sun is always shining over my head,
So there no fear for dark,
I feel like touching the rainbow after a heavy rain,
Still I don't know about tomorrow,
It may bring poverty,
However I have faith upon someone,
The one who stands by me,
And
Path I follow & his presence always helps me to look forward,
So I thanks to God with humble heart for giving me this day,
And
His great blessing upon me
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My Days
The days went like paper in the wind
Everything changed in a few minute
then people change
it's hard to find a life with peace & happy now a days
my childhood memories come across in my mind
the times when we all friends play in sand
the way we used to scream and shout
i can't forget the sweet days
sometimes i wanna say to myself
Goodbye my sweet days
you push me back my innocent life
i wanna stay strong
with these days
before the pain turns into fear
sometimes my heart says
don't you worry
sometimes you have just got it
let it ride
the world is changing
right before our eyes
now i have found my ways
the way of living
if we wanna to get peace
then we first should love to each other
which bind us together
spread love & peace
your message should be like this
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MY DETERMENTATION
Oh yes
Oh my lord
I have a determination
The determination should not to give up
Once dream means I have to complete it
The yearning should not stop
No power is here to stop
No matter if the destination is difficult to find
No matter if the shore does not seem clearly
No matter is the heart is lonely
No matter how the stony the path is
No matter how the people looks at you
No matter what you will get in the end
No matter whether you will be success or not
Walk & walk
&
talk & talk
till reach at your destination
Even if the path is filled with difficulties & tears
We still have to walk on it & work on it
Even if the evening hides the sun of happiness
The night of grief will definitely pass away
This season grief will change
Determination will overcome all difficulties
There will be a new dawn
There is something inside our heart
Which is not a separate voice?
which is called as kindness
If kindness will be shown to us
We shall receive sunlight even in shade
I pray to My lord
That our destination should get us
May the courage remain in every difficulty
May the promise be fulfilled
May the love live long
May it look too long way
Still continue your walk & talk
Until your get the success
Oh yes
Oh my lord
This is the determination
Which i should not give up
I make a promise today
No matter what come in my life?
I will never ever forget my determination
My determination should be strong like sun light
Which can diminish the power of darkness?
My determination should be like rain drop
Which can save much life?
My determination should be like dove bird
Which has power to spread the peace everywhere?
Oh my lord
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Can you fulfill my one determination?
This is my one & only final
This is the determination
Which I can't give up
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My dream
I don't know who I am
However I know my Patience leads to my success
Even though it's not easy to cope
it is an art not performed by many
Constructed with wisdom and hope
It lets the bad moment's fade away
Patience is endurance and suffering
Making situations loving and caring
I want to Fly away with my dreams
Even if I think I can't cope
As my dreams my visions
my destiny and my hope
Live not full of dreams
is like a roof lacking wall
and very hard to restrain
I can't throw my dreams,
I want to catch them
And don't release
as it will be my future
and potential that will decrease
I can't let anyone push my dreams
and make them invisible
Because everything is possible
be firm and follow them
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My Dreamland
I don't know who I am
However I know my Patience leads to my success
Even though it's not easy to cope
it is an art not performed by many
Constructed with wisdom and hope
It lets the bad moment's fade away
Patience is endurance and suffering
Making situations loving and caring
I want to Fly away with my dreams
Even if I think I can't cope
As my dreams my visions
my destiny and my hope
Live not full of dreams
is like a roof lacking wall
and very hard to restrain
I can't throw my dreams,
I want to catch them
And don't release
as it will be my future
and potential that will decrease
I can't let anyone push my dreams
and make them invisible
Because everything is possible
be firm and follow them
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MY EYES
The Eyes wanders around the world—
Cry to see the beauty behind the beautiful world
God has given me two eyes
Still I m blind
I can't recognize between good & evil
True & false, right & wrong
Sometimes I want to judge the world
However I became crazy
Whenever I think about it
Whatever the situation may be
I have to open my eyes always
Because for fight against the evil & wrong
Sometimes I feel a far distance
Between the light and me
Because I fail to recognize between face with in the face
sometimes my heart wise to god
Either Show me the beautiful world
Where no corruption, no cheat, no fear will be there
Or take me to the before crest (BC)
Where no such world was there
I could not see the world in proper way
So I m blind
Even if having two eyes
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MY GOD & ME
I promise to myself
Never to be discouraged, sad, or cry
I refuse my heart to be downhearted
and
You know why
I have a friend
Whose name is "God"
Who is super power and supreme
I know my friend loves me a lot
And
I am on His team.
He is my well wiser and powerful.
In this world everything is changeable,
My God & my friendship will remain the same.
My God knows everything
From Beginning to the end
His presence is my comfort
He is my dearest Friend
When ever I feel weak
Or anything makes me sad & confuse,
I call upon my friend "God"
When circumstances threaten me
& I lose my peace
He supports me by giving new ideas
How to overcome my problem
When my eyes melts with tears
& my hearts feel weak
He soothes my heart and soul
My life is in His hand
As I believe him most
It's in His strength I stand
I refuse to be defeated,
As he has promised to be with me
As throughout in my life
Whenever I beg for help
My prayers reaches the heart of "God"
Indirectly his love gives me strength
I want to give a big thanks to super power "GOD"
As he shows me the actual meaning of life
He shows me light as well as dark
Life is like a battle field
& I am sure
He'll help me to win the race.
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MY JOURNEY & DREAM
It's time to say! "yes"
I can do it
I can dream for it
I'll try for it
Lots of noise at outside
&
I couldn't bear all
Oh !
It's the fact which I share here
People love to pull your leg
People love to break you inside
People love to spread bad rumors
Still never give up
I lose many things because of this noise
I gave up many things because of these bad rumors
I also gave up my dream due to some negative suggestions
I learn many things than you imagine
As I cried a lot silently & feel better to stay alone
As everything you can't share what you bear in your actual life
I learn one thing believe in yourself
There is no one who really wants to see your success
So you know how to concentrate
I don't know about my future
What & how I have to get
I only know i can try my best
Till now whatever I dream
I didn't get
Which hurts me inside silently many times?
I cried a lot & suffered a lot
At last I learn something
Just move with a smiling face
Everything gonna be ok
There is no one here to listen your inner voice
That's why most of time I became a self motivator
Dream may break & people will speak
Still be stick with your goal
try further & believe in yourself
which is my inner voice
Because nobody knows what you suffer
As no one can realize too
As god has made something different for you
That's why I never worry for
whatever I lose or did n't get
No doubt sometimes there is a little hurt inside my heart
Where was my fault
I labor hard & tired my best
Still I did n't get
&
the most important thing I learn form my life
If you can't achieve anything
People will believe you like stupid & worthless
Behave you like your life is meaningless
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Failure is such kind of taste
Which nobody knows
how much it hurts?
Everyone speak but no one is there to help
Nobody will believe how much you labor
But if you dream further & fight for this
Then those people will call you bitch & many more
It's damn true
As it is my real experience
I was so negative at that situation
I fear to do anything
& also thought like as my life was worthless
No doubt for one thing I wanna thanks to my lord
As he has given me a great parents
Who is my great supporter?
Especially my papa
Who never worry for the world & what people talk?
As he knows me better
He never tell me to become a rich person,
He always teach me try to be a good person
Which sometimes give me great pain?
It's very easy to promise
but very hard to fulfill
Especially when it's come to be a good person
When I entered into my real future
I understand how the life is
People are so complicated than I think
Which sometimes give me pain than you imagine?
It really hurts when people break my believes
As now I am habituated with this
Now I only believe on myself
&
my goal is my life
I never fear for death as I know one day I'll die
It's the bigger & bitter true
Which no one could hide?
That's why my heart always says no need to fear
I set up my mind & heart
It's too much & I wanna do something
Which is my last & final decision?
Sometimes I worry for my future
As my dream & career has no connection
Still I hope for a best future
One year left to complete my engineering career
with a good grade what i always wish for
Then!
I could n't decide what further step I can take for
It's really very much confusion
My weak point is as I am girl
& it's not easy to resist & fight
&
As I am a peace lover & I need a work for other
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Still my life is wander
Where should I go & what should I do
As my career has no link with my future
I feel sometimes I choose pain for myself
Still I believe without pain there is no gain
I believe I wanna live a life according to myself
As I love freedom & a independent mind
Still I love those who really inspire me
I believe in TAT FOR TAT RULE
Not for every time
My behavior depends how you behave me
Still I try my best to behave polite & in a good manner
As the world is changing
It need some changes
We have to change according to people
& their cruel mind
If you don't wanna change
One day you will die as you could n't resist
so I choose to be strong, courageous, truthful & honest in my way
I don't care whether people like me or not
I love my rule & this is my principle
But my behavior purely depends how the person you are
I really love those who truly deserve
I too hate fake & lie
That's why no one can try to hide anything from me
I am not so much wise
still I know how to handle the situation
I am not a perfect person
but I can promise anyone can believe me blindly
That much worth I am
Now it's really a battle field for me
As I don't know how to reach at my destination
Still I can promise I can try my best for it
This is a hidden voice inside me
&
I am sure my lord will surely help me
As he knows me better than other
I know one day he surely show me the path
What I deserve for
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My Life
I celebrate myself, and sing myself,
This soil & air are my soul mate
I, now twenty years old perfect health
My respiration and inspiration, the beating of my heart,
The passing of blood and air through my lungs,
The song of me rising from bed and meeting the sun
Hoping for best till my death.
I passed my school days
Still some memory etched in my eyes,
Which my eyes can't forget
I harbor for good or bad, I permit to speak at every hazard,
Sometimes I feel,
The atmosphere is not a perfume,
It has no taste of the distillation, it is odorless,
I'll not look through my eyes either, nor take things from me
I'll listen to all sides and filter them from myself.
Clear and sweet is my soul,
Showing my best and dividing my cheer in the worst phase,
people discuss I am silent, and go bathe and admire myself.
People I meet, the effect upon me in my early life
the latest discoveries, inventions, societies, authors
my dinner, dress, associates, looks, compliments,
the real sickness of mine created by myself,
Or ill-doing or depressions or exaltations,
sometimes I do argument with my god,
And I know that the hand of God has promised me,
The spirit of God will help me
To solve my problem when I cry for help
In the worst weather…
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My life is fine
I came to a river,
set down on the bank.
To get the peace,
What I want to get from last some days,
I try to forget the thing
But couldn't remove it from my mind,
Many things comes in my mind.
Which upset me very soon?
I want to jump into it and give up myself,
I came up every day here
I came up twice, thrice and cried a lot
Many wrong things came across in my mind
I might've sunk and died.
However now my mind is changed,
I'm still here living',
I guess I will live on.
Some thing delight me,
&
Give me praise to further live
How I forget
How my mother gave me birth,
How my father show me the way of living.
How I tried for survive,
I can't forget the reason
Why GOD send me to this world,
&
What I have to give to my mother land
I will survive & show the world
What I can give…
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MY LIFE JOURNEY
Our life is a beautiful journey
Journey of life is an interesting book
each book contains many unique stories
some books are short & some are long,
Listen more carefully and you will learn many thing
Before looking others & their life
Have a look on you self
How you started your journey
Remind how you enter to this world
&
Who is the person behind of your smile & life?
Ah!
I remember
How my life begun
My life begin with something so small
Innocent baby, could barely crawl.
Then I grow into a child
I passed my teenage years
Which is most romantic time <: P>
Still I was no romantic at all
Then some imagination comes in my mind
What would be the next?
Hope it would be somehow like this
After my teen age I reached at my adulthood
Try to find myself with in the crowd
Unique experiences will be in every where
Only memories left in my mind.
After someday I will become so busy
In searching my life purposes
My life will be converted into like this
Sometimes it will become dizzy
After some Years go by, my continue to age
I'll approach to my final page.
The main truth of my life
Death converts
&
It is the end of my life
Then my journey ends there
&
I became just like a full stop
If your life cycle would be like this
Did you find any interesting?
If you are interested in making your life interesting
Then mix some love & care in your daily journey
Like a flower spread your fragrance among all
See the difference
We have no time for quarrel
If we are in right path
Why we care for others
What they think about us
Always remember no one is yours
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This world is full of competition
You can't get any well wiser
That's why Follow your heart & mind
your mission is one
Listen to your inner voice
Live your life, through your choice
The point is to love, what you are doing,
live every moment
Excited & be delighted
Always look forward, to what is ahead
Living life to the fullest is up to you
Life's too short complain all about your worries
flush all sorts of negativity from your brain & negative people
&
Enjoy the present moment
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My little brother
I love my little brother…
I love my little brother,
He's my eye lids,
however there's one thing I don't like
Is when my brother has a cry!
He gives me a big bright smile
when he see me after a long time
my little brother loves me too!
Sometimes I need his shoulder for cry
Sometimes he helps me to pick me up when I fall
I am your big sister and I'll never let…
Any troubles come your way
Cause I'll protect you each day
No matter how much we will fight, argue,
However I always care for you,
No doubt, I will never admit it
Becoz Something I don't want to show up
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My Lord
We are this Lord's children
Lord has given eyes, hands, mind & heart
I know Lord my Lord
U helps me in everywhere
Sometimes I think
I will do it by myself
However now I know
I just can't handle it any more
Therefore with a humble heart
On bended knee, before you
I'm begging you,
Please, Help Me, I need you
I know my Lord
U can remove the chains of darkness
Show me the path
Which I meant for
I know Lord U Help me to walk
I'm tired of walking all alone.
So U promise me to give me company for forever
I know my Lord U Help me to smile
I can't make it on my own
So U make me smile everyday by different source
I know Lord my Lord
U helps me in everywhere
Sometimes I think
I will do it by myself.
However now I know
I just can't handle it any more.
Therefore with a humble heart,
On bended knee, before you
I'm begging you,
Please, Help Me, I need you.
Come down to this earth for once
For listen my heart's voice
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MY LOVE
True loves means to live forever
where we get our heart in the soul of their eyes
it's a beautiful feeling
You never know what you want
Until he or she made you realize
where you see thousand dreams for the person you love
The one and only who could make you feel special
you can fly a million miles to get your love
you can stand against the stormed for that person
You can see his love right through your eyes
like a star revolving around the sun
it's easy to say I fall in love with you
But it's too difficult to keep
Sometimes I wanna love you & trust you
However I surrender my heart my love to you is difficult
because I wanna see your love shining through your eyes
however my heart says
Tell me everything and anything you want
and I'll be here waiting whenever you come
I got nothing left to lose because
Now and Always I have you
this love story I've started from now
what happens next I don't know
The stars will shine for you
they speak whet right & what's truth
this is for you and me
This life is higher than the tides the ocean brings
love is like season which gives you special feelings in time to time
Things may seem little different
However this feeling this heart is still the same
from now to till our death
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My mom & dad
ohh mom & dad
You both take care of me now
I will take care of you at your old
Every day brings back your life
Your loves covers like a protector
The sun remembers to rise
&
you are like the sun for me
who show me path everyday
Giving your life reason
Through your eyes I see
my future
Don't be sad my mom & dad
Let me be your destination
one day I will hold your hand
I am yours only one daughter
who loves you more than her
I sit besides you
I want to hear what you say
Tell me about your life
I want you to be my day
You showed me how to live
I pray others can listen too
what your parents wants to say
when they become old
I remember the childhood days of mine
How i repeat one question many times
&
Every time you tell me answer in a smiling face
I wish i will listen you till the last & fulfill your dream
what you see for me everyday
one day u will feel proud for me
As a daughter i fulfill my promise & prove myself..! ! !
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My mother
Lord I pray,
Fully from my heart
A small poem can't show my love
Still I want to write for my mom
For the grace to honor the glory of my mother
The beauty of the pure love that dwells in my heart
My love is more beautiful than the flowers in May
My pray is only for her
As I m not with her
I wish u take care of her
Lead her and guide her and show her the way
Protect her from all harm and evil
Give her all pleasure, how much she wants
I pray today, and hope to pray tomorrow
I wish I'll never cause for her sorrow
Because I can't see her tear
We all must honor our mother
As they are our living Lord
My words are smaller and smaller
However my love is purest & greater
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MY NEW YEAR 2013
The time has come to say good bye
A year of happiness and of sorrow
Yesterdays are ghosts haunting the past
by grace and forgiveness, they don't last.
Oh my lord
I would ask for a world free war
I pray the war will end soon
So we'll have a better tomorrow.
Oh my Lord,
I would ask for a holy year
Spent in the perfect will
Help everyone to walk in every steps
Oh my Lord,
I would ask for a trustful year
Give everyone the faith divine
Oh my Lord,
I would ask for a year of love
spread love in everywhere
Oh my Lord,
I would ask for a year of prayer
Teach everyone to walk with thee
Oh my Lord,
I would ask for a year of joy
The peace, the joy divine
Be the days of shade or shine.
Oh my Lord
I ask for a year of hope
A year of joy & peace
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My New Year Resolution
I hate to repeat myself once again
Half of my year spent in black & empty
Now I already reach at the end of my year
My Life cycle flows like a wind
Which change so much in the blink of an eye?
Sometimes I wanna to catch up
However I stand alone with an empty hand
I don't wanna to repeat the same history
I need some change
Some change within me
I hope it's not too late
I don't think I will ever come back once again
Now my head & heart says
Set up your mind once again
That you have to change
You can't trash your determination
It's time to make resolutions
for I promise to be sincere
and bring in me a revolution
I wanna take some time to think about it
Which can make me better?
My past life was tough
Because my decisions had no life
Now I wanna make a strong Resolutions
I have set up mind to do something
Which may be tough?
I wanna do something for my society
There for I wanna make some resolutions according to that
Which will be suitable for me & for my way?
I'll be kind
&
to a helper of mankind
have my character refined
With a sound mind
I'll follow my teacher's advice
Follow my great teacher's ideology
beyond doubt I'll civilize
Lastly I wanna beg sorry to all
Whom I hurt knowingly & unknowingly
These are my resolutions
To bring in me an evolution
To follow them I'll try my best
Until then I'll not rest

&
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MY ONLY REQUEST BEFORE MY LORD
O lord o my lord
U is merciful & kind
Thanks a lot for giving everything
There is nothing with me to give
Except heartful respect & love
O lord o my lord
There is only request written on my face
O lord o my lord
Promise whether you can keep it or not
Repair the fortune of the poor small children
They really need you
O lord o my lord
Can you hear me now?
You have given me everything
Whatever I need
I am bowing at your court, have fallen, and recovered
Please listen them & change their life
Whenever I see them
I feel you have given me everything
There is nothing to give me further
I am bowing at your court
Give them who really need you
Do you feel pleasure to give a rich person rather than a poor one?
I always believe
Whoever has come to your door?
Whoever has come to bow at your feet?
You surely listen their words
Can you keep my promise?
O lord o my lord
They are thirsty of love & care
They need your friendship
Open your eyes look at them
O lord o my lord
I am bowing at your court
I never say anything
whenever you did not give me
However today I came to your court
With lots of expectations
One day you can change their life
Can you hear the crying voice of a little child?
Who lose his parents?
Can you hear the crying voice of a little girl?
Who is physically abused?
Can you hear the crying voice of a mother?
Who pray before you for her child's speedy recovery?
Can you hear the crying voice of a father?
Who pray before you for his family's safety?
How can you sit silently?
How can you bear this?
O lord o my lord
I am bowing at your court
I know one day you surely listen their voice
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But when, it's already time to open your eyes
See how many people are there in front of your court
For their true judgment
Only you who knows everything
O lord o my lord
You know this is the main reason behind the crime
Many people dying
We lose our inner peace
How can you see this?
You are father of all
Then why you not rising your voice
Why you don't change their life
O lord o my lord
I am bowing my head before you
With a hope
One day you will change the life of everyperson
After that there will be
no crime & no war
Everyone will live in peace
& will get equal importance
I know my lord you are very kind Hearten
I know you surely keep my promise
O lord o my lord
This is the only request written on my face
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My papa
Oh papa, my sweet papa
You are really awesome
When I confuse, you are always there as a teacher
When I need you, you are always there for me
When something goes wrong, you are always there for support me
When I feel weak, you make me strong
When I feel unsecure, you give me security
When whole world is against me, you are always there for support me
When no one with me to weep my tear, you are always there to make me smile
You never let me down
A heartily thanks to you
For your presence in every situation in my life
&
Showing me the beautiful world
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MY PURPOSE OF LIFE
My life purpose is to experience & learn from it
My life goes in all of its many forms
as fully and consciously as possible,
and
Wanna to bring positive change into this world.
That's why my intention is to treat myself better
So that I can be a achiever
I have to learn to love myself in all my humanity
and
To remain conscious of
Who and, what I really am, why god has sent me here
May god's intention is to provide a loving, nurturing the world
It is my intention to do what is best for all
I promise I will be calmer, gentler, kinder and
more patient, tolerant and peaceful with each moment.
Whatever the situation comes
I will never break & band
It is my intention to experience everything that I can
that should be in the way of love & smile
Because these two things make my day
Whenever I see this entire big, beautiful blue planet
I smile & feel how much blessed I am
We all are so same
Suddenly something strike in my mind
Then why we are quarreling with each other
Is it the propose of our life or the way of our living
Why the war is happening why people are becoming cruel
Is there any secret behind it
My intention is to find out the truth & show it to the world
Why we forget we all are one
We are only different from geography
Not by heart & mind
Why we forget we all love each other
Is there anything behind which pull our leg & change our mind
Is it religion or anything?
Which kill the humanity, which is our greatest enemy?
Which is within our heart?
People were & people are suffering from this
This is not today's case & I wanna abolish it totally
My intention is to show GOD IS ONE
I wanna meet many more of our people of our Universe.
I wanna love to talk with everyone
Because I love all
I believe we are made up the same material
If all everything is same
How can we different
I love the way I am
&
No one can pull my leg
It's me & I & my mentality
My intention is to care deeply for the life force in everyone
and
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Teach the people the meaning of freedom & live a life fullest
Which I love most
We the God's creature & no one is here to kill us or suppress us
Without our decisions
I also welcome all my brother & sisters of the universe
Let come to change for the good of all.
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My thanks to all
I wanna Thanks to my Mom
for giving me life, show me the world
Teaching me how to love and care for others
I wanna Thanks to my Dad
For protecting me, always giving me moral thoughts
and for the inspiration to grow & win in the race
I wanna Thanks to my little brother
for caring, sharing and protecting
And making me smile everyday
I wanna Thanks to my Teachers
For giving me their valuable time & spread their noble knowledge
the foundation of my life
I wanna Thanks to my Friends
For the laughs, conversations
and help me to grow up
I wanna Thanks to my Lord
For the blessings & for teaching me the right way
And for the promises that stand beside me everyday
I wanna thank you all
for a lifetime unforgettable of memories
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MY WISHES FOR WORLD
I wish the World will be better?
for this what we have to do
we have to
Set a watch upon our actions,
Keep them always straight and true.
Rid our mind of selfish motives,
Let our thoughts be clean and high.
our little dash of purpose,
effort made to cheer,
our little more of courage,
less of doubt and fear;
our little more of lifting,
pulling all our weight,
I wish the World will be wiser?
Then suppose we make a start,
By accumulating wisdom
In the scrapbook of our heart.
not to waste one page on folly
Live to learn and learn to live.
let us free to spread the knowledge
our a little less of leaning,
and leaving it to fate.
I wish the World will be happy?
Then we have to each remember day by day,
Just to scatter seeds of kindness,
As we pass along the way.
For the pleasures of the many,
May be oft times traced to one.
As the hand that plants the acorn,
Shelters armies from the sun.
our a little splash of humor,
To brighten up the way,
A little joy to follow,
And linger through the day;
A little touch of laughter,
To cause a little mirth,
Is simply what we're needing,
To gladden this old earth
I wish the World will be better one day
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Myself
I celebrate myself & sing myself
I talk with myself
Why I struggle with each word
How I'm scared of being heard
sometimes I wish I could disappear for a little time
let my tears to flow
Sometimes, I discover myself
who I'm created to be.
And
How this life really works.
Understanding how to live.
The gifts I have to give.
A mirror of mine
And
what I want be
An image of mine pushing back to me.
I see all of my triumphs
And
Every single failure when I look through my eyes.
I see a girl too afraid to stand when I look through myself
Tell me O lord
Which sorrow I can't afford
Still you test me, my toleration
However, I Like your Job!
But what you saw? ? ?
Did you find any wrong? ? ?
Today I will have courage
To do one thing that is new
I will be kind to another
And to myself be true
Today I will remember
The blessings that are mine
I'll live the day with confidence
And
For me the sun will shine...
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NEVER EVER GIVE UP
When life goes rough & tough
Still never ever give up
Stop thinking about what will happen next
Think about the present moment
Live & laugh
&
say I will never give up
never fear for shadows and out of the darkness
there is no need to run and hide
it's the actual life
So never give up
you'll find a shining star without you
Love yourself & see within you
How much positive power you have
You can't imagine how much blessed you are
So never give up
Life is a battle field
So never give up
Keep fighting till the end
if you will fall along the way
You'll get up and try again
however never ever accepting the defeat
You are a hero of your life
Never forget
So never give up
It's your journey
You are well known how to finish it
so set goals in your life
However never let negative thought to hurt your soul
Hold yourself up when you feel down
Be courageous & be free thinker
It's your life
So you no need to give up
Keep yourself around positive minded people
never dwell on things in the past
Bad times will come & goes
So never give up
be like a tree
Who stands on its own effort?
Its finger dug deep inside the sand
Its branches spread & try to touch the heaven
Its size is big
Still it never ever fear for storm
So never ever give up
Peace is possible
One day war will be ended
I hope it will be possible
So never give up
try your best everyday
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NEVER GIVE UP
When life goes rough & tough
Still never ever give up
Stop thinking about what will happen next
Think about the present moment
Live & laugh
&
say I will never give up
never fear for shadows and out of the darkness
there is no need to run and hide
it's the actual life
So never give up
you'll find a shining star without you
Love yourself & see within you
How much positive power you have
You can't imagine how much blessed you are
So never give up
Life is a battle field
So never give up
Keep fighting till the end
if you will fall along the way
You'll get up and try again
however never ever accepting the defeat
You are a hero of your life
Never forget
So never give up
It's your journey
You are well known how to finish it
so set goals in your life
However never let negative thought to hurt your soul
Hold yourself up when you feel down
Be courageous & be free thinker
It's your life
So you no need to give up
Keep yourself around positive minded people
never dwell on things in the past
Bad times will come & goes
So never give up
be like a tree
Who stands on its own effort?
Its finger dug deep inside the sand
Its branches spread & try to touch the heaven
Its size is big
Still it never ever fear for storm
So never ever give up
Peace is possible
One day war will be ended
I hope it will be possible
So never give up
try your best everyday
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O MY DEAR LISTEN ANOTHER LESSON
O my dear
Can I explain you something?
I gotta find a way of living
The art of living may be help you for a happy ending
O my dear
Just listen
When you feel gloomy
See the beautiful Rose flower & their structure
Their stem is full of thorn
Still they never ever forget to spread their fragrance
They are too small
Still they teach us a great lesson
O my dear
Never ever worry for any issue
One day they will be end
Still be strong & keep one thing in your mind
One day you become an admire person
You always dream for
O my dear
Just listen another lesson
When you feel solitary
See the fowls
They always live jointly
They are the beautiful creature
Who teach us a great lesson?
Unity is best policy
O my dear
Never ever worry for any solitary
One day it will be end
Still be strong & keep one thing in your mind
One day you become an admire person
You always dream for
O my dear
Just listen another lesson
When you feel wrathful
See the hill
Analyze the forbearance power
You gotta be strong enough
When you realize their strength & power
They never bow their head before anyone
They may break but never bend
Make your personality in that way
O my dear
Never ever worry for any wrathful
be strong & keep one thing in your mind
One day you become an admire person
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you always dream for
O my dear
Just listen another lesson
When you feel like scream
See the firmament
They cry rarely
In the form of water droplet
Sometimes they love to play with sun
It seems to be small
Still it teach us a great lesson
Life is mixture of sorrow & pleasure
Dance & play in every situation
O my dear
Never ever worry for scream
One day they will be end
Still be strong & keep one thing in your mind
One day you become an admire person
You always dream for
O my dear
Just listen another lesson
When you feel like avid of love
See the old parents & road side small children
Who begged before you for one day food?
Who sleep road side in cold night?
Having no dress around
still they never complain to anyone
they struggle for survive & teach us a great lesson
Never give up, try your best till the end
O my dear
Never ever worry for avid of love
One day you will get everything
What you always wish for
So be strong & keep one thing in your mind
One day you become an admire person
You always dream for
O my dear
Just listen another lesson
When you feel like sightless
See the general people who see everything
Still behave like ignoring
You are much better than them
So feel proud to be yourself
At least you do something
O my dear
Never ever worry for sightless
be strong & keep one thing in your mind
One day you become an admire person
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You always dream for
O my dear
Just listen another lesson
When you feel infirm
See the river
How it cut the all rocks
Which come in its way?
So be strong never ever lose hope for the best
Paralyze the problems & get ride over it
O my dear
Never ever worry for infirm
Be strong & keep one thing in your mind
One day you become an admire person
You always dream for
O my dear
Just listen another lesson
When you feel you lose something
One open suggestion I wanna give
In this world nothing is yours
So why should you weep for others
O my dear
Never ever worry for lose
One day you will get everything
What you wish for
So be strong & keep one thing in your mind
One day you become an admire person
You always dream for
O my dear
Just listen another lesson
When you feel like rough & tough
See the smile of small child
Which has power to warm your heart?
O my dear
Never ever worry for rough & tough
Believe in yourself
One day everything gonna be ok
So be strong & keep one thing in your mind
One day you become an admire person
You always dream for
O my dear
Just listen another lesson
When you feel like selfish
Think about those old parents
Who lose their children in the battle field?
When you fell like impossible
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See the earth is roaming
Can you imagine? It
Many stars are there in the universe
much more bigger than our sun
Still they exist
So there is nothing impossible
You gotta power to do everything
Utilize your memory
Utilize it properly
O my dear
Never ever worry for impossible thing
Believe in yourself
One day everything gonna be ok
If you wanna to see your name in the list of history
So be strong & keep one thing in your mind
One day you become an admire person
You always dream for
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oh mom
Ohh mom
hii mom
How are u
I want to see u here, besides me
I want to stay with u
I want to say u allot of things
When I feel alone
I remember the days of my past
When I was in urn womb
I just listen urn sweet voice
But
when u gave me birth
I came to know how sweet u are
U are sweeter then sweet
And more beautiful then flower
Ur sweet touch is just like the smell of a flower
At urn first touch
I feel some kind of love
Which is only for me
U teaches me
How to walk
How to talk
I remember the first word I have told
That's maa
And
I remember the beautiful memories of my past
How u cares for me
How u punish me
How u scold mom
How u were running after me for beating
How u complained about me before my papa
When I sleep how u kissed me on my for-head
I miss these things too much maa
No doubt these things delights me
however after that it make me cry
When I m ill here
No one is here for care
At that time I feel u are sitting beside me
When I m unhappy
U can understand everything
Without saying u anything
How much I far from u
however I feel u always nearer
I feel there is a some kind of strong bonding between us
Which binds between u & me
That bonding is called true love
That's only for u my maa
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OH MY BELOVE
Yes I am smiling
Yes, I am enjoying
Is there must be some reason behind
Is there someone behind my dream?
O god
Why I fall in love
Why you steal my heart
What has happened to me after coming into your ways
I am just sited here?
&
Your love is showing me heaven
Half of my heart's story is you
I feel you inside me
I am seeing this world with your eyes
I am touching anything with your hands
Sometimes I am speaking Ur language
nothing is left in me as mine
Everything is yours
Why did everything become yours?
Oh what is this happened to me?
Am I in right condition?
There is silence in the noise
Is this because of you
it is only you whom I meet, only you?
there is slight unconsciousness that is because of you
even if I try to break it, it is not breaking
the bond of faith that is made with you
I have prospered because of you
what ever I have become now is because of you
I find the roads, I find the destinations
because of you
You are my path shower
You are my everything now
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OH MY SUN SHINE
Oh my shining star
Oh my sun shines
You are totally amazing
I wish you shine now & forever
There is a little sunshine within you
You are getting closure to that
Little stars are blessings you from the above
Go ahead each day
It's my only wish for each day
Oh my shining star
Oh my sun shines
I wish your shining rays
Comfort everyone's life
Let them speak what they want
It's a positive feedback for you
See their words
Watch your action
Take a wish step in every section
There are many positive rays within you
Let them explore
& allow them to affect you
Each day try one step to go a head
As it's the way to success
Oh my shining star
Oh my sun shines
Dazzle & smile everyday
Because it's really suits you
It will surely brings you a beautiful day
See how the stars are shining
& birds are singing
See the above God is also blessings
Be like an evening star
Which lighten the whole world?
& weaken the power of dark
Let your shining energy sprinkle over all
The entire corner & each heart of each person
You have the power to diminish the power of dark
You are also getting little bit closure
Try to touch the sky everyday
Then only you can reach one day
Oh my shining star
Oh my sun shines
Let your all experience to explore
Utilize it in your work
As you are a very good learner & knowledgeable person
You are well known
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Which things really affect your life & what you really suffer?
Never do those things with others
It's the wise decision you can take
Dazzle sunshine within you
You know you can do
There is a power within you
Don't hide it within yourself
Let them explore
You can be a great person
Try try but never tired
One day you will reach at the point which is your final destination
It's my little wish for my little sunshine
Wish each day brings you a new smile over your face
Keep smiling & go a head
A bright future is a head
Do you job & see the result
Oh my little sunshine
Keep shining & smiling
It's the only wish before my lord
Oh my shining star
Oh my sun shines
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Oh My Time
Ohh time Oh my time
The sun that you stole
That was mine.
Still I never say you anything
The house that you threw into darkness
That Was mine.
Still I never say you anything again
The moon that smiles in your home now
That was also mine.
These all were mine yesterday
And is for mine today
But I cannot be blamed for this theft
In every afternoon it always dies
&
I always weep for the sun
I am become light less & beam less
I wish a sun should be upon on my forehead
&
I beg you for my sunlight.
To give me back
Ohh oh my time return me today
All my precious things
Along with the sun it is mine now
The sun that you stole
The house that you threw into darkness
the moon that smiles in my home
These all were mine
&
I need it today
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Ohh GOD HELP ME
Ohh God I pray you
Because you treat me as right
and
Protected from all the fight.
Help me to learn from the mistakes,
Save me from the pain life brings
and
Make my heart to sing a song in any situation.
Please God don't let the world take it away
It's too precious to let decay.
So God I beg you please,
Protect me from all the difficulties
Let me see life in a different light,
Let me see darkness as a starry night.
Give me all the love how much you can
and
Bless me with the joy that makes me free again.
Ohh God please make my heart very strong,
and
Spread to the world with my happy song.
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Ohh My Dear
If you have believe in me
I will Love you endlessly
Take my love
Take me into your Heart.
I'll be there forever.
I won't let go
I'll never let you go
Oh oh oh
Oh my dear
Even if you will be miles away
I'll by your side by side
so don't you ever be feel lonely
Everything gonna be alright alright
Oh oh oh
Oh my dear
You light up my world like nobody else
when I see smile at your face, I feel peace
You don't know
you will never come know
How much I love you
Right now I'm looking at you
and I know you can't believe
You never ever know
You don't know you're my life
Oh oh oh
Oh my dear
When I'm lost in the rain
In your eyes I know I'll find the light to light my way
When my world is going crazy and when I'm down
You're there Pushing me to the top
You're always there, giving me all you've got
let's make a resolution
I'll be always there for you
And you will be there for me in future
It depends, Depends on trust
Depends on true devotion
Depends on our true love
Oh oh oh
Oh my dear
Please Take my hand, and hold on tight
Don't let go, don't you dare even try
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There are so many roads to travel
So much still to find
I want you to help me try and reach for the lovely sky.
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ONE BAD DREAM
Oh my dear
I wanna be good.
I wanna be with you!
This is all; I can now
I confess to you.
Listen!
Stay with me!
Stay forever, if you please!
Just say yes! For me now
someone's voice came in my dream
In my last night
My night became sleepless
A voice which irritate me
I wish I could forget at all
Still some bad memories couldn't erase at all
There was a time
Everything went wrong
that was worst time ever
Harder than a silent cry
I didn't know if I was right or wrong
still I believe as if I was right
I remember our friendship days
How I took you as a good friend
As I had faith on you a lot
Alas you break it at last
You break your friendship on a silly matter
Which was a jock which I had told?
I remember I begged you sorry
Still you never ever forgive me at all
My heart always tried to forget all those things
Which you told & which I had told
I remember the rude voice of yours
I never ever forget at all
I wish I forgive you
Still I can't trust you again
Because at last I reach at the truth
Which you had never ever told
I was mad, yes I might be
Still I was not fake or rude at all
Now I could not believe my eyes
How could it all change suddenly at all
After passing a long time
Why you come further
When I begged for help
I find only some hands
So I care for them only
In those bad days I could understand
Who is mind who is not?
After the damaging harm
my eyes says don't be apologize
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Because I couldn't go back
that's not how you get back to me
everything went wrong all at once
I don't wanna to go back further
Now there is no more memory, no way, no chance
I wish I could understand
however the limit is already crossed
You can't be my good friend again also
don't take my silence a sign of weakness
the worst fact is that
I don't care to any of you
something is meaningless
I wonder did I give out the wrong sign
or
It's you who don't like to see the red light
so let's put the blame on me
&
Pretend that this fault is mine
still truth is that
How could you cross my line?
Even if I couldn't understand
How you're so much blind
should I listen to your words or what you think
Becoz now your words don't get me easily motivate
I am well & happy with this life

Suddenly I listen one voice
Wake up wake up!
It's already eight o'clock
Finally I understood that
It was a bad dream ever
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One Bad Dream Ever
Oh my dear
I wanna be good.
I wanna be with you!
This is all; I can now
I confess to you.
Listen!
Stay with me!
Stay forever, if you please!
Just say yes! For me now
someone's voice came in my dream
In my last night
My night became sleepless
A voice which irritate me
I wish I could forget at all
Still some bad memories couldn't erase at all
There was a time
Everything went wrong
that was worst time ever
Harder than a silent cry
I didn't know if I was right or wrong
still I believe as if I was right
I remember our friendship days
How I took you as a good friend
As I had faith on you a lot
Alas you break it at last
You break your friendship on a silly matter
Which was a jock which I had told?
I remember I begged you sorry
Still you never ever forgive me at all
My heart always tried to forget all those things
Which you told & which I had told
I remember the rude voice of yours
I never ever forget at all
I wish I forgive you
Still I can't trust you again
Because at last I reach at the truth
Which you had never ever told
I was mad, yes I might be
Still I was not fake or rude at all
Now I could not believe my eyes
How could it all change suddenly at all
After passing a long time
Why you come further
When I begged for help
I find only some hands
So I care for them only
In those bad days I could understand
Who is mind who is not?
After the damaging harm
my eyes says don't be apologize
Because I couldn't go back
that's not how you get back to me
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everything went wrong all at once
I don't wanna to go back further
Now there is no more memory, no way, no chance
I wish I could understand
however the limit is already crossed
You can't be my good friend again also
don't take my silence a sign of weakness
the worst fact is that
I don't care to any of you
something is meaningless
I wonder did I give out the wrong sign
or
It's you who don't like to see the red light
so let's put the blame on me
&
Pretend that this fault is mine
still truth is that
How could you cross my line?
Even if I couldn't understand
How you're so much blind
should I listen to your words or what you think
Becoz now your words don't get me easily motivate
I am well & happy with this life
Suddenly I listen one voice
Wake up wake up!
It's already eight o'clock
Finally I understood that
It was a bad dream ever
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ONE DANCING TONE FOR CHEER
One dancing tone
Coming from core of my heart with lots of cheer
We all love each other
So why do we fear
It's time to cheer
Let's come enjoy the party
As we all are here together
We all are like dove bird
Flying from one corner to another
To spread love & peace among each other
Abrade the sine of thought
There is no reason to be abominate each other
There is a beautiful alliance between one with another
We all are alike
&
We all live for one another
So come with me to enjoy the party
As We all love each other
So why do we fear
It's time to cheer
Let's come enjoy the party
As we all are here together
Still why some people hesitate to keep this thought
In their heart
As we all wanna be together
Come on everyone
It's your time to change your thought
It's your earth
& hate is unendurable for us
Think from a child's heart
You will see it's just like a circular path
As we all fully depends on each other
If you will beat one another will get pain
As we all are human
Humanity is our religion
& god is one
I love my god
Who teach me the meaning of love?
& he is God for all
All are his child
& he taught me we all are one
& should live for each other
& love for one another
So come with me to enjoy the party
As We all love each other
So why do we fear
It's time to cheer
Let's come enjoy the party
As we all are here together
Hay!
You see this earth
How beautiful it is
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My ambiguity god made this
In such a beautiful way
Flowers of different colors & fragrance
Which gives us peace & pleasure?
Green trees help for ecological balance
& save us from global warming
Small bird's song removes our all tension
&
We all are animal lover
& we all love each other
& can't stay one without another
It's time to dance & for fun
Forget the war & forget the fear
It's time to make the cheer
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ONE REQUEST BEFORE MY LORD
O lord o my lord
U is merciful & kind
Thanks a lot for giving everything
There is nothing with me to give
Except he artful respect & love
O lord o my lord
There is only request written on my face
O lord o my lord
Promise whether you can keep it or not
Repair the fate/fortune of the poor small children
They really need you
O lord o my lord
Can you hear me now?
You have given me everything
Whatever I need
I am bowing at your court, have fallen, and recovered
Please listen them & change their life
Whenever I saw them I feel you have given me everything
There is nothing to give me further
I am bowing at your court
Give them who really need you
Do you feel pleasure to give a rich person rather than a poor one?
I always believe
Whoever has come to your door?
Whoever has come to bow at your feet?
You surely listen their words
Can you keep my promise?
O lord o my lord
They are thirsty of love & care
They need your friendship
Open your eyes look at them
O lord o my lord
I am bowing at your court
I never say anything whenever you did not give me
However today I came to your court
With lots of expectations
One day you can change their life
Can you hear the crying voice of a little child?
Who lose his parents?
Can you hear the crying voice of a little girl?
Who is physically abused?
Can you hear the crying voice of a mother?
Who pray before you for her child's speedy recovery?
Can you hear the crying voice of a father?
Who pray before you for his family's safety?
How can you sit silently?
O lord o my lord
I am bowing at your court
I know one day you surely listen their voice
But when, it's already time open your eyes
See how many people are there in front of your court
For their true judgment
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Only you who knows everything
O lord o my lord
You know this is the main reason behind the crime
Many people dying
We lose our peace
How can you see this?
You are father of all
Then why you not rising your voice
Why you don't change their life
O lord o my lord
I am bowing my head before you
With a hope
One day you will change the life of everyone
After that no crime & no war will there
Everyone will live in peace & get equal importance
I know my lord you are very kind Herten
I know you surely keep my promise
O lord o my lord
This is the only request written on my face
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ONE REQUEST TO MY LORD
A simple pray before my lord
Some unknown emotion inside my heart
My heart beat says
Oh my lord
Help those who really deserve
I don't know why
Still my heart always pray for those
Tears fill in my eyes
Whenever I read the biography of great people
Great life history
I always believe success belongs to those
Who really deserve
Who really suffer a lot?
Because they know the actual meaning of life
As learning always not measure by the age
I always pray before my lord
For their success
Still I don't why
I don't know whether I will be success or not
Still I confuse even if not sure
Whether I am running in right path or not
However I believe I will try
Some people really inspiration for others
Really hats off for those
How they achieve in a very early stage
because God truely help them
as they are truely deserve
I always believe
Mother & father is really great
Who became sleepless to change their child's future?
Who tried their best to give better education?
Who have faith on their child?
It really gives me courage to do something
Whenever I read the biography
It's really amazing
How people really struggle to reach at a certain position
I bow my head before them
A heart full pray before my lord
Help them how much you can
I never ever worry for my future
even if I am not confident also
what will be the next
still i always hope for the best
because i always believe
What you will do that much you will get
Just go on & on
I learn something beautiful
After reading the biography
it always not matter
how early you became a great achiver
It only matters
Live your life fullest
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Pain & struggle will come
Stick with your destination
So just kick your problem
Smile each & every moment
Show everyone you deserve it
A life you always dream for
Still be don't sure
What will happen next?
Try your best everyday
In the end you will surely get your result
What my heart says
Just move on
God will be always there for you
Now & forever
who really deserve
this is a silent message
which I wanna give to my almighty God
I know my god will surely listen me
as he knows everything
&
he know who really deserve
hope sun shine his rays
&
moon's cooling rays affect their life
now & future
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ONE WORD
One word begins your day
One word ends your day
One word can kills a person
One word can hurts a person
One word can express your feelings
One word can blessings for a needy person
One word has power to give you a lots of pleasure
One word can glows the life and hope of Spring.
One word can brings sad of a dark day's Winter
One word can happy many of people
One word can reaps the ripened harvest of a life-time
And
smiling, steps to meet the bright new dawn
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OUR LIFE
Live Ur life to the fullest
No one knows what will happen tomorrow
accept what comes
Try to be master the art of living.

Live one day at a time.

Share Ur thoughts with people

Remember there's a light at the end of every tunnel.

No one knows the power of the individual

So keep trying.
It's the right time to show our talent

Don't stop dreaming.

God is always there to help
So never wait for tragedy
Because the happiest of people
Don't necessarily have the best of everything
they just make the
Most of everything that comes along their way
You can't go forward in life
Until you let go of your past failures and heartaches.
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When we were born
We were crying and everyone around our were smiling.
Live your life so at the end,

you're the one who is smiling
&
Everyone around you is crying.
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PROMISE TO YOURSELF
Promise yourself for something for today
It's time to make some change
Change within yourself
Promise to yourself
Do best how much you can
It seems like just yesterday
How the time fast pass away
Take a sleep which will cool your mind
Wake up tomorrow early
Every day is special for you
Wake up & see
Maybe tomorrow will be miracle for you
Promise yourself for something for today
it's time to make some change
Change within yourself
Promise to yourself
Do best how much you can
Promise yourself you won't weep.
No matter what the situation comes in your life
you can't avoid the great big leap
Promise to yourself that you can make it possible
There is a Change within yourself
Promise to yourself
Do best how much you can
When you cry.
When you're down.
When you feel sorry for
So someone someday somewhere
will be always present with you
He/she will try his/her best for you.
to make you smile again!
so never ever worry for this
Don't be afraid, let's dream again.
you can do it
Don't be afraid, let's dream again.
try best how much you can
Promise to yourself that you can make it possible
There is a Change within yourself
Promise to yourself
Do best how much you can
everyone is your friend here
don't look to a stranger as no one is like that
when you're in doubt & danger
When your day will be rough & tough
and when you lose your temper
Take a look all around
we all will be with you there
be Careless all the wounds
Many storms may come closer to you
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Still never ever weak or feel like helpless
Promise to yourself that you can make it possible
There is a Change within yourself
Promise to yourself
Do best how much you can
Someone & somewhere always besides you
Which you can't mark
That may be your lord
So always wait for your good time to come
Still never lose hope
&
Promise yourself
To never ever break or follow any wrong path in your life again
Promise to yourself that you won't be break
There is a Change within yourself
Promise to yourself
Do best how much you can
Survive and struggle as long as you can.
Every problem has a solution...
life is lie in between Victory or come death.
We will try till our last breath
We can make it possible
Only when we can keep our all promises
&
make it possible
There is a Change within yourself
Promise to yourself
Do best how much you can
everyday is a miracle for you
Go ahead & take a small step in every moment
Which can help you to make it possible?
Take a deep breath
Promise to yourself
"I promise I promise I promise to myself"
'I will I will I will try my best to make it possible'
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RISE UP MY DEAR
Oh my dear
Rise up, rise up
It's your time to rise
One day dark with in the world will be vanish
No need to be worry
Everything gonna be fine
Keep this thought in your mind
I wanna to see you in rise
Keep rising keep rising
This my simple prayer for you
I am always with you
You should always keep this in your mind
Life has a flow no one can stop this
Everything gonna be fine one day
Keep this thought in your mind
Sing your version of song
Keep singing till you don't get peace
Life is a learning point
You are well known about this
You have the power
Just keep it in your mind
Go ahead in your life
No need to worry
God is always with you
Just keep this in your mind
Whole world could change in a minute
If you can try than anything is possible
This thing you should keep in your mind
Oh my dear
Rise up, rise up
It's your time to rise
One day dark with in the world will be vanish
No need to be worry
Everything gonna be fine
Keep this thought in your mind
I wanna to see you in rise
Keep rising keep rising
This my simple prayer for you
I am always with you
You should always keep this in your mind
It's up to you what you really want to do
Take time - to find a way
Focus on your vision you're on a good mission
Ignore what the other say or do
Don't worry
As I am with you all time
As our purpose for a good mission
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People will break you
Life will take many tests
Still never break
If you will break
Then mission will be incomplete for whole life
Live a worthy life
Live for others
As your voice should be like this
I know you can do it
You have the power within you
Keep rising keep rising
This my simple prayer for you
Oh my dear
Rise up, rise up
It's your time to rise
One day dark with in the world will be vanish
No need to be worry
Everything gonna be fine
Keep this thought in your mind
I wanna to see you in rise
Keep rising keep rising
This my simple prayer for you
I am always with you
You should always keep this in your mind
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SAD DAY
It's sad, today I want something.
&
It's something what I miss the most.
The thing which will never come back
The way of your sweet talks
The way of your smile
&
Made me happy as can be.
The way you made me feel the meaning of love
You were my life
I thought you will be forever with me
Now I became part of never
One thing u hurtled me most
You break your promise
However never ever realize
I hide my sorrow within me
&
Frankly saying
You will never understand me
That what you were mean to me
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Save Me
I wanna see the world in open eye
leading myself alone to go high
& wanna to touch the sky
sometimes my brain says sleep for sometime
However my heart says
Wake me up
I have to Wake up from inside
I have to save myself from the dark
I have to run fast for the win in life race
I can't take rest
I wanna bring my own happiness in my own hand
Ohh my god help me
All this time I can't believe I couldn't see
Kept in the dark but you were there in front of me
I've been sleeping a thousand years it seems
got to open my eyes to see everything
without a good thought
Without a voice, without a success
Don't let me die here
I wanna do something more
so help me to wake up from inside
Save me from dark
save me god save me
I m a little child crying before you
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Soldier
A soldier is called to be true son
Who fight for his motherland?
Who for freedom
There is courage in the soldier's heart
You can see it in its heart
The courage is for fight for good, against for evil
We sleep eighteen hours per day, they work twenty four hours per day
Still they never feel weak
A soldier sacrifice himself for its country
He can also give his life, for serve his country
We should slut them, respect them & prey for their life
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STAY AWAY FROM NEGATIVE THOUGHTS
Kick your negative thoughts
Say them good bye
Shout with a cheering tone
I am enjoying with my present status
I don't wanna need your presence
I wanna say good bye
Just stay away from me
I know
Positive & negative thoughts are always bonded with us
No one can free from them
However anyone can change their way of thinking
& can avoid them from their life
It's the worst kind of suffering
Is the dark night of the soul?
Negative thoughts of the lesser self
The negative thoughts are like thrones on a beautiful path
It creeps in stealth, like a thief.
It brings the despair of hatred
And chokes out the life race
Which has power to break you inside?
Which has power to push you back to that failure days?
It's your decision what you would take
Only two option left behind
Either positive & negative
Negative thoughts break you
Negative thoughts, can keep you out of all good sorts,
It can bring you down and traumatize you.
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However positive thoughts has a power change poison to medicine
Shout with a cheering tone
I must take first responsibility
To change myself & defeat
The ugly inner negative thoughts affect my life
I don't wanna it any more
I wanna say good bye forever
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SUCCESS JOURNEY
Success is a not a journey
It just a part of it
Which we get by our work
that's why
I never hope for a successful life
I always hope for a worthy life
A worthy life has great value than a successful life
Always remember it
But sometimes success gives us a hope for best
I believe sometimes 'success is behind the worthy life'
when your aim is for a good cause
when your aim is fulfilled
you feel a peace within yourself
Which has a power to take all your all worries?
As I always don't get whatever I want
this should not be the reason behind of my sorrows
as life changing all time
anything can be happen in anytime
That's why I set onething in my mind
I have to smile any way
One smile can hide many things
Which is my strong point
which you can take too?
Never show your weak point before anyone
As it is the best reason of your failure
anyone easily can mark your weak point
so always remember this word
Life is like a river flow
It never waits for anyone
Anything can be happen
Always remember
But it purely depends on your work
What you have done
That's why i go along life's way
I am reaping better than i sowed
I am not a rich person
I am rich form my heart
And sometimes the going's tough.
But i've loved all around me
and that makes me rich enough
I thank God for his blessings,
and the mercies He's bestowed
I am happy what I have
& I wanna get more love
I know love is a giving process
How much you give that much you get
That's why I don't wanna to hurt anyone
Thanks my lord for giving me everything whatever I want
I remember times when things went wrong
my faith wore somewhat thin
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But all at once the dark clouds broke
and the sun peeped through again
Thanks my God gives me strength and courage
Whenever I need & the way grows steep and rough
I'll not ask for other blessings
I'm already blessed enough
& may I never be too busy
to help others bear their loads
When I think of how many people
in this world have worst life
At that tear fall from my eyes
I am lucky enough
You have given me everything
So what I will beg before you
I am not that much rapacious person
I realize just how blessed I am
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Sunshine
Sunshine in the high up sky
Which shine whole world & sky?
Sometimes it plays game with us
By hiding itself with in the clouds
Sometimes it becomes so dangerous by giving it powerful shine
However it clears the darkness from the world
The sunshine is gentle & kind
It travelling through endless mile
It warms the beautiful earth
It forever on everyone's mind
It is the beautiful gift from god for humanity
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Thanks for inspiration
Thanks for
Making the difference in my life
giving life for my dream
Thanks for
a quality of strength, the development of self responsibility at length
Thanks for
giving stability and intellect contributing to success
a strength of self-direction, achievement more than less
Thanks for
being the keeper of dreams
pleasing a lot using good judgment
teaching for learning
Thanks for
being tough minded but tender hearted
showing enthusiasm even when you don't feel like it
Thanks for
keeping your promises, giving your best
your wisdom and courage
being punctual and insisting on it in others
providing creative solutions
Thanks for
avoiding the negative and seeking out the good
doing more than is expected
never giving up on what you really want
remaining open, flexible, and curious being a friend
Thanks for
being a student's hero
being a dream maker
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THERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS FOR YOU
Oh my dear God
There are some questions for you
Why do people suffer?
Why are there war and crime and sorrow?
My parents always tell me
You have the power & you are the father of all
So why you don't stop the war
I wanna see my world full of peace & love
there're things that I so dearly need,
I hope you can fulfill all.
Oh my dear God
There is another question for you
How can you allow others to suffer tragedy
if you would help me get the peace
I'd be more at your call.
Some people condition is very much bad
Like criminals and evil ones
it seems like things are so unfair,
why let it carry on?
oh my dear God
There is another question for you
Why give so much freedom, to people
to those who spread such evil,
through wars and greed and hatred,
and actions of the devil?
oh my dear God
There is another question for you
this does not seem so easy
To spread peace in this world
it looks like we must take
Responsibility for all
the choices that we make.
The price we'll have to pay,
Give up what we do not need
& work and serve and pray.
Thanks my god
Now I am getting some idea
How to save my world
thank you my god
I love you
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THERE IS NO TOMORROW
Life changes its beauty all the time
Life is a confluence of joy and grief
The time that is here may not be tomorrow
Live your life with a sing a song
It's time to enjoy forget the sorrow
Sometimes it's a shade, sometimes life is sunlight
Sometimes you must laugh, sometimes you have to cry.
Sometimes it's autumn, sometimes it's the rainy season.
So don't destroy your present by thinking about your future
Life changes its beauty all the time
Life is a confluence of joy and grief.
The time that is here may not be tomorrow
Live your life with a sing a song
It's time to enjoy forget the sorrow
Live every moment here to your heart's content
The time that is here may not be tomorrow
Taking the shadow of your eyelashes
when someone comes near
You try to reason with your crazy heart
Your heart just goes on beating
Why should we care everything
We even don't know what will happen tomorrow
That story may not be here tomorrow
Life changes its beauty all the time
Life is a confluence of joy and grief.
The time that is here may not be tomorrow
Live your life with a sing a song
It's time to enjoy forget the sorrow
Despair might bloom like sunshine
&
love may shower down like rain.
Sometimes there's pain & perhaps it can be soothed.
Live every moment here to your heart's content
The time that is here may not be tomorrow
Someone who close to your heart is more beautiful than all
It's not the facial which attract us
It's a kind of feelings which is in between us
Which binds together & connect between us?
Listen your heart's voice you could understand
The silent tone what it wanna say to us
Grab onto that person's hand
He or she may not be so gracious tomorrow
Life changes its beauty all the time
Life is a confluence of joy and grief
The time that is here may not be tomorrow
Live your life with a sing a song
It's time to enjoy forget the sorrow
Sometimes it's a shade, sometimes life is sunlight
Live every moment here to your heart's content
someone who make you so special
never leave that person alone
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world is like our own home
&
everyone is our own
still we need someone who could understand us better
who will be with us for forever
love is not a jock
it's life time resolution for live together
love never sees who you are & what you are
it doesn't matter which religion you belongs too
it's matter only trust & little care
it's like a glass once it break no one can repair
if you handle with care it will reflect the beautiful image yours
handle with love & care
you need not to do anything further
so live each day like memorable for tomorrow
live your life like there is no tomorrow
Life changes its beauty all the time
Life is a confluence of joy and grief
The time that is here may not be tomorrow
Live your life with a sing a song
It's time to enjoy forget the sorrow
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TIME WAITS FOR NONE
Oh time oh time
Just wait for mine
I can't run with you
Please wait for mine
I wanna go back to my child hood days
The loving memories & the loving days
Now the world is so busy schedule
I can't sit in peace for a while
Many pressures are arising in my mind
Where I should go, what I should do
I wanna do a lot
However my time is short
Oh time oh time
Just wait for mine
I can't run with you
Please wait for mine
Every day I wake up with some promise
However I fail to keep it
I have to fulfill some dream
Which is my life?
Sometimes I feel time is flowing like wind
However I stand like
My place is not changing
I am like what I was before
Now I wanna to change myself first
Then I could do anything more
However I can't do everything in this little time
Oh time oh time
Just wait for mine
I can't run with you
Please wait for mine
I don't know when my time will be over
&
I can't see the earth further
However I can do one thing
As time is not stopping
I have to run with it
To say the world keeps walking
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Time will come again
I always see life for what it really is
Life is like a newborn baby
struggling to come out of its mother's womb
Whenever I saw a child
I learn how many times falls & rise
My mind overworked.
I lie awake thinking
Everyday is the same
Day and the nights happens
I feel I push myself along with the tide
Express myself in every way,
Conquer the dreams as I lie awake
It takes many nights for a seed to become a tree.
Without a strong determination
We can never reach our destination
No matter how deep the sadness or wide the pain
we have to live for a brighter day will come again.
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TORTURE
No change in my life
It's just that there are more people,
the old & new faces have appeared,
real, imaginary, temporary, and none,
sometimes I want to ask god
Forgive me as my soul does have
but this bitter world
gets even darker
make me stronger
That nothing can make me cry
I can walk through life alone
on a long distant, wayward road…
I travel down a darkened path
where tear is my sweetest friend
and
See my peace as broken glass,
still I am fearless,
and
I never ask for help
The story's told within my eyes,
my lips, they long to form a smile
my heart wants to rejoice
However mind Says I'll have NO LIGHT!
Sometimes, Somewhere I find light,
I'll march on ahead that place,
Weeping is the melody
of a damaged soul like mine
Because I m tired of feeling this way
Wasting my breath
Like someone pushing me to the death
In the end
As my eyes start drying
I will not listen to you anymore
Because I m tired of crying
I want to tell my story
To say that I'm a tortured soul
With nothing left to show.
As I'm tortured
And I'm weary,
I'm damaged,
And I'm battered,
My soul may be torn,
My peace may be shattered,
My burdens may be heavy
And I…
I'll have to crawl
because I have to get the light
Make my life lighted further
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True fact of a girl
She's one of a kind.
No one there to guide her
She wonders how her life will be in the end.
Sometimes she goes crazy
Because situation takes her life in that way
sometimes she needs perfect shoulders to cry on.
She likes to decorate her mind with lots of good memories
she's a kind at heart.
When something is going in wrong.
Still she only looks forward.
She thinks Life is about taking risks.
&
Her life is full of riskA friend is one who knows you,
But
Loves you anyway...
No matter what people take from her?
But they can't take her dignity.
She's not beautiful on the outside,
But
She is on the inside.
She's a warrior, not a princess
All she wants to feel is love.
A smile can make a person's day.
That's why she smile
what ever wrong goes don't matter to her
Her attitude can alter her life.
She likes personality.
She loves making new friends.
She can be a stupid at sometimes times.
To know her is to understand her,
And
To understand her is to love her.
She wants to see the world.
She is not any drama queen.
Nature is her best friend.
Family is everything.
She's a keeper. the right moment.
She might be the one & only.
She wants to make people laugh and smile.
It's hard to look away from her smile.
Behind that smile of her
A heart full of sorrow is there
She don't likes to be an experiment of someone...
she believes
'A person who never makes mistakes never makes anything.
Work hard and become a leader, or be lazy and never succeed.
Success is doing ordinary things extraordinary well.
Life is a lesson; you'll learn it when you're through...
you must always be different
Victory is sweetest when you've known defeat.'
She likes to try new things.
She loves to have fun...
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All she wants to see the peace.
She don't need a beautiful face
She always needs a person
Who will be with her now & forever?
That must be only & one in her whole life
She wants to learn
she hates being judged.
She loves storms.
She has a creative personality.
She doesn't look back at her past.
She is proud of her accomplishments...
She don't like to hurt others
That's why she taste the pain everytime
Every life has a story...
May be painful may be cheerful
But she always try overcome all barrier
&
Look forward to it
&
Take her to go proceed
she always do what is right
She writes how she feels.
She looks up to see the heights
She wants to make a difference in someone else's life...
She surprises herself and many other people...
She is smart, just not all the time.
Take the time to know her
And
How much you know that much you wonder
she's not always sweet and innocent.
She's crazy but a lovely girl.
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True love
True loves means to live forever
where we get our heart in the soul of their eyes
it's a beautiful feeling
You never know what you want
Until he or she made you realize
where you see thousand dreams for the person you love
The one and only who could make you feel special
you can fly a million miles to get your love
you can stand against the stormed for that person
You can see his love right through your eyes
like a star revolving around the sun
it's easy to say I fall in love with you

But it's too difficult to keep
Sometimes I wanna love you & trust you
However I surrender my heart my love to you is difficult
because I wanna see your love shining through your eyes
however my heart says
Tell me everything and anything you want
and I'll be here waiting whenever you come
I got nothing left to lose because
Now and Always I have you
this love story I've started from now
what happens next I don't know
The stars will shine for you
they speak whet right & what's truth
this is for you and me
This life is higher than the tides the ocean brings
love is like season which gives you special feelings in time to time
Things may seem little different
However this feeling this heart is still the same
from now to till our death
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TRY TO BE GOOD
Sometimes life goes through noise and hates
However peace may be in silence.
See the good within the worst
As far as possible try to become a good person
Speak your truth daily clearly & softly
If you will be ignorant then don't be worry
God has made a beautiful story.
Avoid rude and aggressive personality
They are spoiling your holy spirit
Never ever cry for any sorrow
&
Never excited for a great success
Because there will be greater and lesser persons than yourself.
Enjoy your achievements which is only yours
Keep walking in the path shown by God
As Situations change according the time
You never know may tomorrow will bring happiness
The world is very beautiful
Many persons strive for high ideals
&
Everywhere life is full of pleasure & suspense
Take kindly the words of everyone's
Do not stress yourself with dark imaginings
Many times fears take birth to make you lonely person
So be clever & kill your cowardice nature
You are a child of the universe,
Not less stronger then the stars & moons
Therefore be at peace with God,
He has made something special
Sometimes you may have to live with
Shame, fear and broken dreams
Still believe a world can be beautiful only for yours.
So be cheerful & smile
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Try To Get Success
This is a lesson you should need
Try again & again
If u doesn't succeed first time,
Try again & again
However never ever lose hope
Then your courage should appear
For if you will show up
you will conquer, never fear
Try again & again
however never ever lose hope
Twice & thrice though you should fail
Try again & again
until u get success
If you find your task is hard,
Once Time will bring you your reward,
So Try again & again
Many winners also could do,
so be patience, one day may be you?
Only keep this rule in your heart
Run with faith, do with trust, live with patience
&
try again & again
until you get success
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Try Try
This is a lesson you should need
Try again & again
If u doesn't succeed first time,
Try again & again
However never ever lose hope
Then your courage should appear
For if you will show up
you will conquer, never fear
Try again & again
however never ever lose hope
Twice & thrice though you should fail
Try again & again
until u get success
If you find your task is hard,
Once Time will bring you your reward,
So Try again & again
Many winners also could do,
so be patience, one day may be you?
Only keep this rule in your heart
Run with faith, do with trust, live with patience
&
TRY AGAIN & AGAIN
UNTILL U GET SUCCESS
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U Ar My Forever Friend
I m so lucky
To have each other;
You could never be replaced
By another.
There are so many times
when we don't Speak at all,
But I know you will answer...
I hated myself
when i made you cry
you always there to lifted me up
And cheered me on
You taught me
To never, ever give up.
sometimes you call me mad
Arguments are wordless
&
apologies are unneeded.
New memories are made
When we come together...
Through thick and thin,
For now and even after the end,
We stand tall
we always together never ever apart...! ! !
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UNITY IS MY STRENGTH
Time oh! My time
It's time to take the wise decision
Which is matter for me & which is not?
U are so wise
U know how to handle the situation
U know the meaning of love & unity
Rather than competition
In the battle field of my life
I myself is a self competitor
The competition is with me
It up lifts me
Rather than loosing something
Competition is good thing
However here you lose something
I know the meaning of unity
I take the decision of my own
I know how to handle the situation
Unity is my power
Unity is my strength
Unity is my everything
Be united & show to this world
That you can do it
Never be hurry for win
It's the beginning of loosing yourself
Be calm & think about the situation again
Rather than hungry for win
Which is better for me?
I have to choose the priority
I have to do something
I will do everything I want
However by means of love
Not by competition
I know one day I surely win
That's the win over the millions heart
Rather than loosing anyone
I know the meaning of love & unity
& how to work out it
Win over someone's heart is best way to win
I proud I can do it
Win over million's heart is matter for me
It's the best way of win
Which is more precious than loosing?
I am wise
I know the meaning of competition
Still something I believe
It's better to give up
When it comes to a precious relation
I give more emphasize on relation than competition
My competition is with me
Which always tell me to do more work how much you can?
Because I know love & unity is better way to win over the whole world
Which make me strong?
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Which is my first duty?
For me the Unity is
Heart full of Peace
Heart full of Harmony
Attitude of Understanding
Will of Cooperation
Flame of Love
Bowl of Humanity
Feelings of Equality
Smiles of Happiness
I know the meaning of unity
That's why it's my first priority
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VOICE OF A VICTIM
It is the rhythmic beating
in my mind
Powerful, intense, singing louder,
finding power as each day I survive
I am no longer a Victim.
The word I always hated before
I am now a Survivor.
I can't talk to nobody,
I feel like nobody understands,
I live as a Victim in fear.
I live as a Survivor endures.
I live as a Victim is weak and powerless,
so I pick up some paper
And
Grab me a pen.
You see me smile, but if you only knew
the things that I hold on to,
and
Just can't seem to let go.
But I don't really think that I actually do
I spoke up, no one listened.
So it continued on and I just didn't mention,
the road from one to the other
was a long journey,
which has no end, only new beginnings.
As a Survivor has grown strong
the things that went on that night
I watched the Moon go down
the sun came up
someone was knocking at my door for help
I couldn't help
but cry & weep in pain
Because i was so scared
Darkness and silence,
Silence and fear,
Fear and pain,
Pain and terror,
A crack in the door, a sliver of night,
Rushes of insanity, claws of dreams sink into the mind's flesh,
Please, oh please, let this all end.
Over and over and over again.
I think about it
every now and then.
Have trouble sleeping at night.
My mind & heart always says
I need Courage and peace,
Peace and support,
Support and encouragement,
Encouragement and love,
that can make me the person like before
Then I found a solution
Is to open up and speak,
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But when I spoke
No one heard me.
No one try to understand me
When that voice in my head keeps saying,
then my heart said
You wasting your time
no one cares about you.
I'm just glad that God gave me a pen, paper, and the ability to write.
Because when I feel like no hears me,
I just write.
there is a rhythmic beating
in my mind
Powerful, intense, singing louder,
I wanna to strong again.
I wanna to brave again.
I wanna in love again.
I wanna loved again.
I wanna to change myself like before again
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WAKE UP MY DEAR WAKE UP
Wake up my dear wake up! ! !
How much you sleep
It's your time to shine
So wake up
If you wanna to smile
So wake up
Are you ready for fun life?
See!
Sun already over your head
To pour his beautiful blessings
Which will help your way to shine?
So hurry up
If you wanna be happy
Hurry up my dear hurry up
It's your time to shine
Oh! see
How much the beautiful sky is
Look something is flying
ohh! !
how sweet that little bird is
trying to flying
Sun also playing with small small clouds
Little shine with little shadow
sprinkling over your head
It just amazing
Feel a cold wind over your head
With a lots of fragrance with it
Try t feel it
It' times to make merry
Forget everything what was happening
Just feel some wonderful feelings
On this cool cool morning
Oh!
My dear
It's time to wake up
See!
Many thing left for you
Some wonderful thing waits for you
Just go invite them to come to enjoy with you
So wake up
If you wanna to do something
Open your eyes
With a beautiful smile
Feel something is going good
Everything gonna be fine
So for that you have to wake up
It's not time to sleep
Hurry up
Hurry up my dear hurry up! ! !
It's your time to shine
It's your time to make fun
Just do it
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Smile already knocks at your door
Don't miss it
Go & enjoy with it
Think!
A world with a beautiful smile
All are happy with their life
How peaceful my earth is? ?
Is n't it!
think! ! !
a world without violence & war
only love everywhere
so there is nothing to be worry
Everything gonna be fine
Keep these thoughts in your heart & mind
So wake up
Wake up my dear wake up
It's your time to shine
If you wanna enjoy all these things
It's really amazing
Try to feel it
So hurry up my dear hurry up
A new beautiful morning is calling to shine
&
everything gonna be fine
So wake up
Wake up my dear wake up
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WANNA BE KID ONCE AGAIN
oh my mom
I wanna be Ur little kid once again
can you pray for me before your God
Some images still etches in my eyes
How you all take my all Decisions
I was the princess for my dad
& how you dress up me
as i couldn't do anything by myself
There was no Race issue
No arguing or fighting about who will stand the fast in the class
No tension about Money issues
As it was always handled me whenever I want
My all requirements are always fulfilled
I never feel anything empty
I hate to be growing old
Sometimes i wanna stop that 'aging' issue
which has only power to stop my growing tissues
&
i know it's impossible
still i wish for
oh my mom
can i say something to you?
I feel like i miss something
Every time a tension kills me inside
What's your future?
I wanna to go back to my childhood days
There was a magic in my daddy's hand
How I always defeated in chess game
I was tempted after that
& every time i decide not to play again
Nobody was prettier than u & dad.
it was really so funny
How I always waited for Saturday & Sunday morning cartoons
How the princess tales were my favorite
Snow-white & cinderella & tom & jerry I watched most
&
Sunday was my happiest day of all
as it tension free day
No teacher, no parents scold you for homework
Still drawing class was there but I too love my drawing aunt
As she always gave me good grades in my arts
Which I loved most
I remind how I couldn't control my emotions
& kissed on her chick
Whenever she gave me good marks
&
In return I always got two more kisses form my great drawing aunty
she was really so cute & loving lady
Still some cruel teachers were there
who gave us heavy homework for Sunday
& most of time I hate to do that
I knew everything but I was so lazy to do it as homework
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It was really funny
how I punished & act like crying
as our mind worked fast
we always got different ideas how to escape from the teachers
Some teacher were really very kind hearten
still some were very cruel
It was so funny
how we called different teachers in our unique name
That was really amazing time
How our every mistakes were always forgiven by others
No tension to world & no one matters
Only matters love
oh my mom
I miss those days
I wanna go back
Now the life became a busy schedule
Now there is a great fear to do any mistake
Problems in every steps
Sometimes my State of mind Wrinkles showing
Life is unkind
I feel like its really full boring
Nothing to enjoying
Tension for your duty & life achievements
Sometimes I feel let's enjoy the life
Forget it all
Now I only wish for enjoying life
I will try my best as I can
As it is very short
but I always believe childhood life is best life ever
As balloons & pillow were the ultimate weapon
Worst fight was between your own siblings
That was also so funny
how we fought in a small matter
Fight also converted into love in a few second
your parents were your great protectors.
Really you don't have to take any tension
When I growing older
Fight meaning is changed
Which can take many lives & the main weapon is nuclear bomb
The fight is now in between two religion & two nations
This is the worst & even if silly as I think
Which unnecessarily take many lives?
That's why I love my childhood day
as that was the best
there was no difference between us
as we all were same
no religion matters & no person
only matters friendship & love
oh my mom
Can you give me back my childhood days
It's my only request before you
& even if before my lord
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As I know it's not possible
But yes I can pray for a healthy world
with lots of love & mutual understanding
another wish before my lord
to convert the mind & heart of adult
In to a child heart
Because a child is a message for love & peace
That's why I would love to be a KID once again! ! !
oh my mom can you promise me
to pray about this matter in front of your lord
it's my great message to all the human being
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win vs lose
Win is difficult
However give up easily.
Win means confident on you
However lose means doubt yourself.
Win means you make the decisions and dare to do it
However lose means you are never fully committing.
Win means you have enthusiasm for what you do
However lose means you are not excitable.
Win means you keep moving forward
However lose means stepping back more than forward.
Win means you take the risks
However lose means you are risk adverse.
Win means you overcome the challenges presented
However lose means you let the challenges overcome you.
Win means you demonstrate a positive attitude
However lose means you demonstrate a negative attitude.
Win means you find the opportunities
However lose means you wait for the opportunities
win means you use your time efficiently and effectively
However lose means you procrastinate.
Win means you set your goals you take action, you set deadlines
However lose means you think about it but never set concrete plans.
Win means you demonstrate by find solutions
However lose means you can only see the problems
win means in life you choose your attitude
However lose means in life you lose your attitude
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YOU ARE ONE
Oh my lord
Where ever I come to your place
I feel a kind of fragrance
&
I lose my control
I feel one kind of peace is there
A peaceful mind & heart
When I came to your lane
I only saw the truth
You teach me how to tell the truth
As you are idol of truth
Oh my lord
Never ever leave me alone
Now if you leave me
Then I will not be able to recover
I had asked you many things
Had seen so many dreams, had tried a lot
Every time you help me
by giving me hope & making me strong
Whenever I come to your place
My eyes shaded away from all sorts of worries
& unknown tears filled in my eyes
I don't know why
With bowing head in a second
I always say
Thank you for everything you give me
Thank you for make me strong
Thank you for your support & love
&
showing me beauty in my path
Sometimes I feel I have only faith on yours
I feel you are within me
I feel you're in every breath, in every soul
I feel you're in every beginning and every end
I feel in every stare and word spoken
I feel you in every Nobel work
I feel you with in poor people
I feel you're in loved ones and in strangers one
I feel you're in every part of me
You are my love, my god
Then why do we search for you
You are one
You are present in every where
& everyone's heart
Still people search you
I feel strange
when one brother kills another brother
To show his god's power
I feel there's nothing greater than receiving your love
Only one request before my lord
Teach your sons & daughter as you are not different
You are one, so that we can get a peace
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Come this world & remove all confusions
O my lord
I know one day you will give them brain
To realize this truth
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YOU ARE ONE MY LORD
Oh my lord
Where ever I come to your place
I feel a kind of fragrance
&
I lose my control
I feel one kind of peace there
A peaceful mind & heart
When I came to your lane
I only saw the truth
You teach me how to tell the truth
As you are idol of truth
Oh my lord
Never ever leave me alone
Now if you leave me,
Then I will not be able to recover
I had asked you many things
Had seen so many dreams, had tried a lot
Every time you help me by giving me hope & making me strong
Whenever I come to your place
My eyes shaded away from all sorts of worries
& unknown tears filled in my eyes
I don't know why
With bowing head in a second
I always say
Thank you for everything you give me
Thank you for make me strong
Thank you for your love
& showing me beautify my path
Sometimes I feel I have only faith on yours
I felt you within me
I felt you're in every breath, in every soul
I felt you're in every beginning and every end
I felt in every stare and word spoken
I felt you in every Nobel work
I felt you with in poor people
I felt you're in loved ones and in strangers one
I felt you're in every part of me
You are my love, my god
Then why do we search for you
You are one
You are present in every where & everyone's heart
Still people search you
I feel strange when one brother kill another brother
To show his god's power
I feel there's nothing greater than receiving your love
Only one request you before my lord
Teach your sons & daughter as you are not different
You are one, so that we can get a peace
Come this world & remove all confusions
O my lord
I know one day you will give them brain
To realize this truth
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YOU REMEMBER ME
Time which always just slips away
and some memories will be left with yesterday
Left with the days & tears
A smile comes in my face
When I think of you
&
Our cheerful days
which making me delight for sometime
Through the time everything changed
Though we go our separate ways
However I can't forget the past days
The memories we made
"I wish you remember me & our past days"
Please remember the past days
The time we were together
&
Promises we made
The time was yours and mine
while we were child and free
"I wish you remember me and our past days"
Goodbye is the painful word for me to say
&
It's sad to walk away
It's true we all will die one day
However it's a painful Goodbye
Till now I couldn't believe my eyes & ears
That you walk away
"I wish you remember me & our past days"
Some images etched in my eyes
How we were together at all situations
You were there for me
&
I were there for you
&
You always made me laugh at my painful days
&
How we share our thoughts
I stood by you & you stood by me
we wrote our names across the stone in the beaches
time passes so fast
However we still there where we were before
which made me cry
I have only one wish before God
"You remember me & our past days"
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Your dream
Close your eyes for little time
Close your eyes and dream
you can go anywhere,
can do anything, meet anyone
Take one step at a time and don't settle for less,
Just continue to climb.
&
Follow your dream.
Take you on adventures never told
you can fly above the mountains
you can swim in the deep blue sea
Often your tasks will be many,
&
More than you think you can do.
Often the road will be rugged
&
The hills insurmountable, too.
But always remember,
The hills ahead
Are never as steep as they seem
you can conquer every fear
There's no need to be frightened
Just open up your mind & felt with your dream
It's a great big world around us
&
A power with us
if you trust in God's wisdom and will.
For faith is a mover of mountains,
There's nothing that God cannot do,
So, start out today with faith in your heart,
&
climb 'til your dream comes true!
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Your love
You said you love me
So I care
You said you believe me
So I share
You said you love smile
So I hide my tear
However my realization comes very late
You played a game with my heart
So I let you to go
It affects me more than you
I am stuck wondering
How our love is just a game for you
However my stupid heart glows more
When urn thoughts come
Still my heart cries & says
I can't leave without you
&
Try to find good within you
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